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Summary
Offshore renewable energy devices are under continuous development to reach optimal
efficiency and reliability. A common practice associated with the development of marine
conversion is the use of prototype scale devices to test model performance throughout the
technology readiness level (TRL) stages until the finalised commercial product has been
consented. Testing a technology at small scale reduces the risk of failure in the long term and
offers the possibility to learn and grow at reduced costs. Hence the reason why small scale
marine energy devices are usually tested at facilities where a wider gamut of flow conditions can
be applied to the device in a controlled environment.
The first Round Robin testing campaign dedicated to marine renewable technology was
undertaken during the FP7 MaRINET project. The results showed that the testing environment
will have certain effects on the performance of a tidal turbine even if this was tested in adequate
testing conditions. Therefore, the Round Robin Test programme was extended under the H2020
MaRINET 2 project, to inform the effects that several facilities will have on the performance of
three ocean energy conversion technologies: tidal, wave and offshore wind prototypes. To meet
the project objectives of the “WP4: Research Enabling Robustness Proving and Future Proofing
of ORE Infrastructures”, three prototypes have been built and instrumented to measure the
devices’ performance in at least three different facilities around Europe. The devices will be
transported to the specific laboratories, depending on the focus of the testing campaign, to be
tested individually. The details related to the tidal, wave and offshore wind testing procedures,
prototype type and dimensions and facilities involved in the campaigns are detailed in documents
D4.1-1, D4.1-2 and D4.1-3.
Two additional documents are included in D4.1 containing the description of testing and
benchmarking of four sub-components and in this context identified as cross-cutting
technologies (moorings, offshore material and coatings, tidal turbine blades and subsea cables)
and electrical systems. Due to incompatibilities between existing laboratories within this H2020
project, some of the sub-components cannot be tested following an actual Round Robin testing
campaign. However, best practices and methodologies to test these specimens separately are
described within D4.1-4 and D4.1-5.
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Executive summary
Offshore renewable energy devices are still under development and some of them are
considered emerging technologies; for example, tidal and wave energy converters. As such,
there is still a lot of research being undertaken at small scale with prototypes being tested for
different conditions (e.g. structural integrity, optimisation, etc.).
As it was demonstrated in the Marinet 2 D2.1, there have been a few attempts by different
organisations to provide guidance and best practices to test scaled or full scale tidal energy
converters. These guidelines and best practices are usually based on experiences from similar
technologies and their applicability to tidal energy converters might be limited. Also, they are
often found not to be specific when detailing parameters that are crucial for the testing
campaigns, especially if those involve complex fluid structure interactions between the device
and the inflow characteristics.
Currently, there are very limited experimental protocols which address quantitatively the effects
that facilities may have on the outcomes of the testing campaign. As a consequence, it has been
difficult to confirm the extent to which these differences relate to the device performance or to
the testing facility. Therefore, the first stage of this work package, detailed in this report, aims to
provide a summary of the development of consistent testing practices and activities that are
being planned to compare different marine energy systems and components at various testing
facilities within the Marinet 2 program. This deliverable intends to provide detailed information
on the testing parameters so the users can relate them to the outcomes of the program.
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1. Introduction
1.1

Scope of report

Prototype testing is an integral part of the development process for many technologies. This
includes scale model testing in laboratories and field test sites, as well as controlled testing of
components and sub-assemblies. Testing at small scale can be quick and relatively inexpensive,
while testing within a controlled environment enables experiments to be repeated for a range of
parameters. An additional advantage of testing at small scales is that each individual subsystem
can be independently tested. However, the effects that a facility or laboratory will have on the
outcomes even following the same protocol are uncertain.
Different results from conducting nominally the same experiment can be the consequence of a
mix of factors including primarily dimensions of the facility, type (i.e., basin, tank, flume, …).
Therefore, a Round Robin testing is designed to enable first stage quantification of a facility‟s
impact on the performance of the testing program and the technology being tested. It is for
these reasons and to put some quantification on the impact of a facility on the testing program
and technology performance that Round Robin testing is undertaken. This results in the same
testing program being repeatedly undertaken on the same device and monitoring program at a
number of facilities so that variations in performance can be identified and the causal factors
investigated and quantified.

1.1.1

Abbreviations and acronyms

ADV

Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter

LDV

Laser Doppler Velocimeter

DAQ

Data acquisition

TSR

Tip Speed Ratio

D

Diameter

CP

Power Coefficient

CT

Thrust Coefficient
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2. Tidal energy systems: Innovating practices for
improving the accuracy of infrastructure
testing
2.1

Introduction

A comparative „„Round Robin‟‟ (RR) testing programme was conducted as part of the FP7
MaRINET program to evaluate the impact different facilities have on the performance of scaled
tidal turbines. The previous RR testing was focused on the investigation of a tidal stream turbine
under unidirectional flow of constant velocity i.e. with no or low flow turbulence and
approximately uniform velocity-depth profile. The results of this study are detailed in [1]. It was
concluded that the influence of turbulence induced in flume based test facilities on performance,
compared to the performance when tested within still water tow tanks, was not significant once
Reynolds independence was achieved. Building on the previous RR testing, a second RR
programme will be conducted within Marinet 2. This programme will extend the first programme
to capture the effects that the facilities may have on the power capture performance when the
turbine is subjected to wave-current interactions. The device will also be subjected to
uncontrolled scaling influences from in-sea testing.
Building on the knowledge and experience of the Marinet 2 partners involved, the aim is also to
share methodologies and thereby develop and document best practices for all aspects of tidal
turbine testing. The RR testing will be used to check these practices, refine them, and then to
provide feedback and input to WP 2. This, combined with the improved understanding of the
influences of the test facilities on the results will better enable devices to be benchmarked
against one another, with the assurances that any differences are associated with the devices
themselves rather than the test procedures or facility used for testing.

2.2

Testing Device

A three bladed horizontal axis turbine developed by Ifremer will be used as the RR testing device
in the tidal campaign. The turbine is similar to the device used for the RR testing carried out in
the previous Marinet program [1], consisting of a turbine of 0.724 m in diameter (D) and a
motor speed control unit to set various turbine rotational speeds. Blade sections are shaped
according to the NACA 63-418 profile.
The main difference between the device used in the previous RR testing and the device
employed in this new testing campaign is related to the additional instrumentation included on
the rotor hub. The new hub includes instrumentation to measure rotor torque and thrust as well
as edgewise, flapwise and pitching bending moments at the root of each of the blades.
The torque and thrust transducer is placed between the rotor and the gearbox for torque and
rotor speed measurements. The transducer on the main body of the turbine has a capacity to
measure an axial force of +500 N and a torque of +50 Nm. The load cells on each of the blades
measure between +100 N and +200 N when measuring force and between +20 Nm and +100
Nm when measuring bending moments, the capacity varies depending of each of the specific
measurements. More information regarding the load cells can be found in [2].
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A load cell able to measure six degrees of freedom is also attached on the top section of the
mounting system, see Section 2.4.3. The load cell is an MC12-4000 from AMTI. It had the
capacity of measuring six degrees of freedom with a maximum capacity of measuring 4448 N in
the z direction. The performance of the device remained the same as the blade shape was
maintained from the former to the new device. Further information on the turbine design can be
found in [3].

Figure 1. Prototype to be used in the RR testing.

2.3

Facilities

Since the main focus of this RR testing is related to wave-current interactions with tidal stream
turbines, the facilities chosen in the program include two wave-tow tanks, two circulating wavecurrent flumes and an open water facility:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Ifremer (Basin of Boulogne Sur Mer), referred in this document as Ifremer
University of Edinburgh - Flowave Ocean Basin), referred here as Flowave
CNR-INM Tow tank (former INSEAN)
University of Strathclyde – Kelvin Hydrodynamics, referred here as Strathclyde
QUB – Portaferry Tidal Test Site, referred here as QUB

More details on each of these facilities can be found in [4].
These facilities were selected on the basis that their dimensions, with the given rotor diameter of
the turbine, result in low blockage ratio conditions, as seen in Table 1.
Table 1 Specifications of each facility to be used in the RR testing
Facilities
Tank type

Ifremer
Flume

CNR-INM
Tow

Flowave
Flume

Strathclyde
Tow

Wave paddles

8
absorbing
wave

One-side flap-type,
9 m wide, electrohydraulically

168 absorbing
wave makers

Variable-waterdepth computercontrolled four-

QUB
Real
Site
-
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makers

Length (m)
Width (m)
Water depth
(m)
Blockage ratio
(%)

2.4
2.4.1

18
4
2

powered, controlled
by a 100 harmonic
components
electronic
programming
device.
220
9
3.5

flap
absorbing
wavemaker
generating
regular
or
irregular waves
10
10
2

76
4.6
2

5.15

1.31

2.05

3.6

030m
0

Testing Protocol
Flow measurement and characterisation

The same flow velocities (either current speed of tow speed) will be set in each of the facilities
(see Section 2.5). Prior to installing the turbine in each facility, the flow will be characterised at
the location of the turbine, in order to obtain the average flow velocity over the cross-stream
area that the rotor occupies. Each flow condition to be tested must first be measured in this way,
i.e. for each of the wave-current combinations. The flow will be measured along the vertical
centrelines at a variety of intervals in the flume tanks. Five points were selected for the Ifremer
flume tank: z = [−0.5D;−0.25D; 0; 0.25D; 0.5D] and flow characterization was performed for
cases 1, 3, 4, 5 and 7 (see Table 2). Three points were selected for the CNR-INM towing tank: z
= [−0.5D; 0; 0.5D]. The same vertical profiles will be measured at Flowave and the Kelvin
hydrodynamics Laboratory at UoS.
The flow will be measured with an Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV), which has been shown
to provide excellent agreement with Laser Doppler Velocimeter (LDV) measurements (see
section 2.4.2), yet is more compact making it easier to transport and mount in each facility
which is a key consideration for RR testing. These advantages also aid in encouraging
standardisation of test practices. Measurements will be collected at each point at a sample rate
of 120 Hz. Each point will be measured at least 2 minutes when looking at the current only
characterisation and 4 minutes for the wave-current conditions, when possible.
The ADV probe relies on neutrally buoyant particles being present in the water. In most facilities
it is necessary to add suitable seeding particles to the water to ensure the high quality of the
ADV data. The level of seeding can be monitored directly from the ADV data in terms of the
signal to noise ratio and adjusted accordingly. In the flumes, seeding mixed with water can be
added periodically as required and will recirculate through the pumping system. In the tow tanks
however, a continuous feed will need to be located on the tow carriage upstream of the ADV
probe. This can be achieved with a drip or thin pipe and storage tank, the design of which will
need to be checked in-situ to maintain the desired rate of seeding.
At least three resistance type wave probes will be used to measure the water surface elevation
in each wave-current condition in each of the facilities. These measurements will be collected
firstly without the turbine in place, at the same time as the ADV measurements are taken. Using
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three probes enables wave reflections to be measured in each facility. The wave probes will be
arranged as shown in Figure 3. The first will be in line with the rotor plane, and two more will be
setup in the upstream direction at 0.4 m and 1.2 m from the rotor plane. The probes will be 0.65
m from the turbine centre in the cross-stream direction.
In addition to the ADV and wave probe recording the flow variations without the turbine, a more
limited set of flow measurements will be collected during testing with the turbine in place. The
set-up for each of the experiments is planned to follow the configuration shown in Figure 3. In
that configuration the turbine is placed in the middle section of each of the facilities and the hub
centreline is installed 1 m from the flow surface. The ADV will be placed on one side of the
turbine at 1.2 m from the turbine to minimise any interference from the rotor and the side walls.
At least one identical wave probes will be used in all the facilities.

Figure 3. Top view of the set up for the RR tests. The turbine of radius (R) will be installed in the
mid-section of the tank, depending on the width (L). An ADV and a wave probe will be installed
beside the turbine on opposite sides of the tank.
The flow and turbine instrumentation described above will be used in each of the facilities to
replicate the experiment. Each of the facilities will also provide additional flow measurement
instrumentation according to the availability of equipment, as described below. In the case of the
open sea testing (QUB), the instrumentation required will be different than that used at the
other facilities (Section 2.4.1.5).
Additional flow measurements will be acquired using an LDV installed 1.4 m upstream of the
turbine (Figure 3). This measurements will give indication of the inflow fluctuations without
interference of the turbine, compared to the ADV data which might be compromised due to the
close proximity to the turbine installation (0.3 m). The LDV will only be used at Ifremer as the
system is owned by the facility and its transportation to all the facilities would result into a highcost and delicate operation.
In addition to the wave probes used in the RR testing, ultrasound wave probes will be used in
theCNR-INM tank tests next to the resistance wave probes. Other wave probes will be used at
various points along the tow facility to measure consistency of the waves created at the tank and
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to measure possible reflection issues. Figure 3 shows the additional equipment used in CNRINM.
Other type of wave probes and an additional ADV might be used during the testing at the
Flowave facility depending on the availability of the equipment.
The tests undertaken at the open sea facility will try to replicate the set up shown in Figure 3.
However, due to the variability of the flow characteristics and their magnitude, the ADV might be
replaced by vector/IMU vectors.
The resistance wave probes will also need to be replaced by other equipment as they will not be
an effective in the field trials, especially due to the weather conditions (e.g, rain fall). One way to
overcome this problem is to use ultrasonic wave gauges which are not as affected by weather
conditions.

2.4.2

Calibrations

Resistance wave probes may need to be calibrated daily to mitigate their sensitivity to
temperature. This will be completed by moving the gauges to five known positions on their
mounting system and recording the voltage output.

u(t) [m/s]

All other measurement systems will be calibrated prior to testing. Note that investigations of the
ADV probe have already been conducted at IFREMER in comparison with an LDV system,
showing excellent agreement, see Figure 4.

Figure 4. Comparison of ADV and LDV measurements at IFREMER.
All turbine measurement systems are calibrated prior to testing, out of the water. These will be
checked before and after each set of tests.

2.4.3

Mounting systems

In each tank, the turbine depth is kept constant at 1 m under the free surface. In all
facilities with the exception of Flowave, the turbine is mounted from above using a
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stanchion attached to an overhead beam, as seen in Figure 5. This enables the same
stanchion to be utilised in the flume and tow tanks. In Flowave, the turbine has be secured
to the bottom of the tank. An additional stanchion will need to be fabricated which includes
the stanchion being inverted, reduced in height and secured to the tank floor using a flange
fitting.

(a)

(b)

Figures 5. Mounting system used at: a)Ifremer and CNR-INM
The ADV and wave probes also need suitable mounting systems. As with the turbine itself, these
can be most easily mounted from above the facility, using the existing beams in place for the
turbine.
The three wave probes can be mounted on one beam and bracket system running perpendicular
to the beam supporting the turbine, as observed in Figure 6. The mounting system for the wave
probes needs to enable the level of the probes in the water to be adjusted to a minimum of
three levels for calibration purposes, but ideally five positions, two above and two below the
standard position to be maintained during testing.
The ADV probe also needs a flexible mounting system in terms of its position in the facility. This
must be positioned at each of the points shown in Figure 2, and then in the fixed location in
Figure 3 during testing.
All bracket and beam systems must be robust enough to prevent vibrations during testing due to
the flow conditions. These should, therefore, be tested prior to the RR programme to establish
their suitability. This has already been completed for the wave probes and the ADV at IFREMER.
Both systems use Bosch Rexroth profiles. Additionally, the wave probes are mounted into
electromechanical linear tables to accelerate the calibration processes, as shown in Figure 6. This
mechanism can also be used for the ADV with adequate modifications.
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(a)

Figure 6. Mounting system for (a) ADV and (b) wave probes.

2.4.4

Field testing at QUB

Field testing is planned in the QUB Strangford Lough tidal test site, Portaferry. Two options are
available for testing
1. Testing on a self propelled barge
2. Testing on a moored platform
It is expected that most of the support structure from the tank testing can be adjusted to deploy
the turbine from the offshore platform.
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QUB will attempt to test field equipment configurations during the remaining tank campaigns to
create baseline data and comparison with tank testing equipment. During those tests,
discussions with project partners will be scheduled to decide on the best setup and discuss
challenges like synchronisation of field equipment for flow and turbulence measurements like
ADP/ADVs with the DAQ.
It should be noted that field equipment will be heavily used in the summer time so early
scheduling is key. The test program will depend on environmental conditions, but over several
tidal cycles or one week of testing entire TSR sweeps should be achievable.

2.4.5

Data acquisition and Power requirements

The cables from the turbine measurement equipment (and power lead) exit the stanchion
underwater and run tightly up the downstream side of the stanchion, minimising
interference with the turbine wake, as it can be observed in Figure 6. The ADV and wave
probe cables sit above water during testing. These all connect into the same data acquisition
system. All the signals are captured using National Instruments. This system enables all data
streams to be synchronised, i.e. those from the wave probes and ADV with the turbine
control system and measurement systems. All signals will be sampled at a frequency of 120
Hz. Tests will be conducted for a minimum duration of 2 minute when the tests include
„current only‟ conditions; and, a minimum duration of 15-20 wave periods will be measured
for the wave-current experiments. It is worth noting that the duration of each test will be
constrained by the type of facility and therefore, in some occasions this numbers might be
longer. A comprehensive test schedule is included in Appendix A.
The motor runs with a 40V power supply and the controller requires a 24V power supply.
The load cell, wave probes, wave probe controller, and ADV are connected to the mains.
The same equipment will be used in each of the facilities. Figure 7 shows the electronics of
the system.

Figure 7. Power requirements for the turbine.
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2.5

Testing plan

The first part of the testing campaign including the turbine, will comprise testing without
wave interactions, thus the flow velocity or carriage velocity will be set to 0.8 and 1.0 m/s
until a full power curve has been established with at least ten points to construct the CP-TSR
and CT-TSR curves. Ten TSR values of 0, 1, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5, 6, 7 are recommended
as a minimum to quantify the turbine behaviour right across its operating range which in the
case of this turbine is around the peak power TSR of 4.0. For the second part of the testing,
the same points will be measured with four regular waves and 1 irregular waveform. These
parameters where identified according to the capabilities of the facilities. It must be noted
that the tests carried out in the real site will be limited to the wave activity occurring during
the testing period. Both tow tanks used in the RR testing are capable to work under a wide
range of wave periods, heights and tow or flow speed velocities. In the flume tanks,
depending on the flow speed used at the circulating tanks, they may be limited when
generating specific wave heights and periods in combinations with a variety of current
speeds, therefore the testing programme was chosen according to the capabilities of each
facility.
The testing schedule shown in Table 2 is proposed for the RR tests. Cases 1 – 5 are based
on the capabilities of the facilities. Four wave periods and heights with a variant of two flow
speeds are proposed to investigate the effects of the flow speed with a variety of wave
parameters. Case 5 is proposed to compare an irregular wave of the same wave period with
a significant wave height similar to one of the regular cases investigated previously.
Table 2. Test parameters for the RR testing. Note that these cases will need to be studied with
and without the turbine (see section 2.4.1)

Case

Type

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8*

Current only
Regular
Regular
Current only
Regular
Regular
Irregular
Extreme (at
ifremer)
Extreme (at
ifremer)

9*

Flow or tow
Speed
(m/s)
0.8
0.8
0.8
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.8
0.8

Wave
frequency
(Hz)

Wave Height,
H or Hs
(mm)

0.6
0.5

148
68

0.7
0.6
0.6
0.7

150
112
100
Max

0.8

0.7

Max

The test programme (Table 2) will be run once at each facility, in the same order (Case 1
through to Case 8). Note that Case 8 and 9 are suggested programmes specifically designed to
test extreme wave conditions at the flumes. To check repeatability of the results and enable the
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uncertainty in the measurements to be estimated, two repeated tests will be carried out for
three TSRs, in this case 2, 4 and 7 were selected.
In the flumes the waves and current can run continuously, enabling a power curve to be
collected without delay. However, in tow tanks, the turbine must be towed back to the starting
position after each run. Furthermore, it may not be possible to continuously run the waves at
CNR-INM, due to the build-up of wave reflections. Therefore, at this facility the best practice
procedure is to switch off the wave paddle after each run and allow the water to settle before
the next test. From prior experience a settling time of 30-45 minutes is recommended in this
facility. Due to this constraint, it was agreed necessary to reduce the number of tests conducted
in this facility during the RR programme. The number of runs will be reduced by reducing the
number of tests i.e. only cases for specific TSR values such as 2, 4, 7 will be tested at this facility
for all the tests specified in Table 2.
The set-up and decommissioning times also need to be factored in to the test scheduling. In
order to account for any contingency, one day for device and equipment mounting and set-up,
and half a day for data acquisition set-up and checks was allocated. Decommissioning should be
possible within half a day.
The time allocated from the Marinet 2 RR testing programme was one week per facility including
installation and decommissioning times. Therefore it was agreed that given any limitations on
the facility or eventualities occurring with the equipment, a cut-down programme with fewer TSR
points should be run following Table 2.

2.6

Schedule
The proposed timeframe for completing the tests in each facility are as follows:







1st round at IFREMER: 22 to 25 May 2018
2nd round at CNR-INM: between 11 and 29 June 2018
3rd round at Flowave: June 2019
4th round at Strathclyde TBC, 1st quarter of 2020
5th round at Queens: TBC, 2nd quarter of 2020
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Appendix A
Below it is the detailed test scheduled to be run in most of the facilities. Alterations where made
when necessary to fit into each of the other facilities types and timeframes

Test
Number

Description

Tzero 1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

current only
case
current only
case
current only
case
current only
case
current only
case
current only
case
current only
case
current only
case
current only
case
current only
case
current only
case

Tzero 2

17
18

Case 1

13

14

15

16

TSR

Acquisition
time (min)

0

0

0.5

0.8

0

2

0.8

1

2

0.8

2

2

0.8

2.5

2

0.8

3

2

0.8

3.5

2

0.8

4

2

0.8

4.5

2

0.8

5

2

0.8

6

2

0.8

7

2

0
Case 1
Regular
wave
Case 1
Regular
wave
Case 1
Regular
wave
Case 1
Regular
wave
Case 1
Regular
wave
Case 1
Regular
wave

12

U
(m/s)
(carri
age
spee
d)

0

Programmed
wave
frequency
(Hz)

*Programmed
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Executive summary
Offshore renewable energy devices are still under development and some of them are considered
emerging technologies; for example, tidal and wave energy converters. As such, there is still a lot of
research being undertaken at small scale with prototypes being tested for different conditions (e.g.
structural integrity, optimisation, etc.).

1 Introduction
The wave energy round robin has the objective to assess facility bias in testing of wave energy
converters. In order to do so, experimental tests of the same Wave Energy Converter (WEC) model will be
carried out in different laboratories in Europe. The infrastructures involved in this wave energy round
robin testing are École Centrale de Nantes (ECN), University College Cork (UCC), Plymouth University
(UoP) and the University of Edinburgh.
Errors in experimental testing in marine hydrodynamics are the result mainly of precision errors and bias
errors (NTNU, 2012). Bias errors include scale effects, model inaccuracies, errors in test set-up,
calibration errors, errors due to environmental modelling, wave parameters and spectral shape, tank
effects.
In an usual tendering process used by the industry to select infrastructures for physical modelling, the
infrastructure is asked to offer the design of the experimental setup and model, fabrication of such,
experimental testing, analysis of the data and interpretation of results. Facility bias would then include
bias from all above-mentioned bias sources.
In this wave energy round robin organised by Marinet2, two models will be fabricated by one facility,
ECN, and will be tested in the different facilities in Europe involved in the project. The data gathered in
this project will inform on facility bias induced by errors in test set-up, calibration errors, errors due to
environmental modelling, wave parameters and spectral shape, tank effects, not by those due to scale
effects or model inaccuracies.
A large variety of WECs have been developed, using different physical phenomena to extract and convert
energy from waves. Main branches of WECs have been identified, based on their working principles, as
illustrated by Figure 1.
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Figure 1 classification of Wave Energy Devices (Falcão, 2010)

In order to gather data that could be extended to various WEC concepts, the round robin exercise carries
out tests on a fixed oscillating water column and a two body raft. Both are described in the following
sections.
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2 Test models
2.1 Fixed on-shore OWC
2.1.1 Introduction
As many devices developed are of the OWC branch, a fixed nearshore OWC was selected to be the low
TRL concept to be studied. This concept presents some advantages in the scope of this round robin
exercise; it is a fixed structure, and then removes all uncertainties linked to the measurement of the body
motion. It would be lightly instrumented, as only pressure and water elevation inside the chamber would
be measured, which allows carrying out the exercise in a simple configuration first.
The concept chosen, a fixed bent-duct OWC as shown Figure 2, is not a concept being commercially
developed today to the knowledge of the project. This device was however studied at the Australian
Maritime College (AMC) as part of a PhD on uncertainties in experimental testing of wave energy
converters (Orphin, 2017), and it was originally thought that the Marinet2 tests could use the data from
AMC to increase its dataset. They indeed studied this device immersed in a vertical breakwater wall as
mentioned in (Orphin, 2017), but also studied the isolated configuration.

2.1.2 Definitions
The power

absorbed by an OWC can be calculated by:

Where is the air mass flow rate,
is the air density (
) and
is the pressure
difference between the pressure inside the OWC chamber, and the atmospheric pressure.
The mass flow rate can be calculated by:

with

the orifice cross section and

the discharge coefficient.

2.1.3 Model description
Scaling
The device studied by AMC sits in a 12 m full scale water depth. However, with the minimum working
water depths of the facilities involved in Marinet 2 at 1 m, the tests are then related to a 1:12 scale. At
such scale, the model would have been large, not fitting with the low TRL level, and facilities could not
reproduce correctly the wave frequencies of interest.
It was therefore decided to study a 1:20 scale model of the device studied by AMC, which should be
located at 0.6m of water depth, in 1 m of water depth, keeping its draft constant. However, the
geometric scale of the device is in reality close to 1:30 scale model in order to reproduce wave
frequencies of interest. This is the concept schematically presented in Figure 2(a). It can be noted that
such a concept is not close any more to a breakwater OWC. The water depth does not fit, as it is now in
intermediate water depths and not in shallow waters. The location although not ideal, could be
considered as preliminary testing (TRL1) for a floating OWC device such as the Mighty Whale.
It has to be noted that the chamber volume has been scaled according to pure Froude similitude laws. It
should, however, have been scaled with the length scale ratio, and not with the cube of it (Falcao, 2014).
At 1:30 scale, the chamber volume should have been made 900 times larger than it is, which was not
convenient for transport. Some smaller additional volume could have been added (Howe, 2018), but
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limitations on timeframes and added complexity onto the system hampered this practice. Figure 2 shows
the dimensions of the prototype.

Geometry, dimensions and water depth
(b)

(a)

Dimensions
[m]

1 :30

Full scale

D (external)

0.300

9

W (external)

0.236

7.08

Wall thick.

0.008

0.24

S1

0.260

7.8

S2

0.103

3.09

S3

0.217

6.51

S4

0.318

9.54

depth

1.000

30

Figure 2: Schematics and dimensions of the fixed bent duct OWC in shallow waters.

The model has been designed by the ECN team in 2019, and it was built by an external company out of
Perspex in order to allow visibility inside the chamber. The main technical drawings are given in the
Appendix A along with the OWC dimensions, the fastening frame and the sensors positions on the upper
plate.
The upper plate holds the sensors and also contains a slot to place interchangeable orifice plates, with
different orifice sizes.

Model installation
The OWC model is fastened on a fixed structure above the wave tank. The metallic frame holding the
model has simple mechanical interfaces to be easily installed at each facility. It also includes lifting points.
The detailed technical drawing of these mechanical interfaces is given in the Appendix A.

OWC model and its frame
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2.1.4 Instrumentation
General presentation
In order to measure the air volume displaced by the wave motion inside the chamber, three waves
probes have been installed in the chamber, fixed on its upper plate. The device is also equipped with two
pressure sensors in order to measure the pressure inside the air chamber, and to verify the hypothesis of
uniform air pressure distribution.

WG7

WG6
Orifice

Pres2

Pres1

WG8

Sensors location on the OWC upper plate

View of the upper plate with the sensors

Pres1 and Pres2 are the two pressure sensors. WG6, WG7, and WG8 are the three inside wave gauges. All
upper plate dimensions are detailed in Appendix A.

Pressure
Pressure sensors model 8510B from Meggit measure the oscillating pressure inside the OWC chamber.
These are piezoresistive pressure transducers, they measure relative pressure and were chosen for its
robustness, small size and good dynamic response. Cable from the pressure sensor is 15 meters long and
is connected to a signal conditioner on an electrical junction board which is on the tank side.
Measuring range: 2psig / 134mbar
Associated signal conditioner: ARD 154

Meggit 8510b-2

ARD154 wheastone bridge
amplifier

Pressure sensors model 8510B

Inside wave gauges:
Three resistive wave gauges measure the water elevation inside the chamber. They are made of two
stainless steel rods which dimensions are given in the following drawing. They are designed to be
connected with standard banana connectors.
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These wave gauges will be provided by ECN with the OWC model. Each facility testing the OWC is free to
use them or to adapt their own wave gauges on the upper plate. A detailed drawing of the upper plate is
given in the Appendix A.

a)

b)

Figure 3 Wave gauges: a) Complete wave gauge, b) Stainless steel rod dimensions

Outside wave gauges:
Each facility uses its own wave measurement system. The wave positions are given in the testing protocol
chapter.

2.1.5 Orifice calibration
Calibration of the orifice is done to quantify the energy loss, characterised by its discharge coefficient,
induced when the air passes through the cylindrical tube. The discharge coefficient can be related to the
mass flow rate through a straight tube of constant cross-sectional area following:

with

the orifice cross section and

the discharge coefficient.

Calibration tests consisted in heave forced oscillations in still water of a vertical square cylinder of same
inner surface area as the model, equipped with the model’s instrumented upper plate. Processing of
experimental data allowed obtaining the data presented in Figure 4, where it can be observed that, when
using the linear discharge coefficient related to the straight fit of the experimental points presented to
calculate power absorbed, some uncertainty arises, that later can reflect strongly in the uncertainty of
power production (Orphin, 2017).
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Figure 4: Orifice Calibration results (Orifice O3)

Facilities will be free to carry out a calibration of the orifice plates by their own means. The rectangular
box, fitted on a sliding rail resting onto tank bottom, that was used to carry out the tests at ECN is
planned to fit in the transport box of the OWC, for facilities to use if they want to repeat orifice
calibration tests following the procedure of ECN.

2.1.6 Testing Protocol
Test matrix
Regular waves
Unidirectional regular wave tests are carried out with two wave heights, 0.025 m and 0.05 m and
different periods from 0.73 seconds to 2.56 seconds as given in the table below. Test duration will be set
to measure at least 20 steady state periods.
Period(s)

1st wave height(m)

2nd wave height(m)

0.73

0.025

0.05

0.91

0.025

0.05

1.10

0.025

0.05

1.28

0.025

0.05

1.46

0.025

0.05

1.64

0.025

0.05

1.83

0.025

0.05

2.19

0.025

0.05

2.56

0.025

0.05

Irregular waves
Tests with unidirectional irregular sea states are also carried out. Irregular sea states used for this project
are those measured at the port of A Guarda in the north west of Spain, considered by Carballo and
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Iglesias (R. Carballo &, 2012) for the installation of an OWC mounted into a breakwater. The scatter
diagram of this site is presented hereafter in Figure 5. Fifteen tests were selected for the project, in order
to extrapolate the device’s power matrix and obtain estimates of annual energy production, to observe
the variance in results obtained at each of the facilities.

Figure 5 Omni-directional annual average scatter diagram of the wave resource at the site considered in (R.
Carballo &, 2012) for a breakwater OWC, chosen here as an example of site considered for a shallow water
fixed OWC. All of the 15 tests selected for the project are circled in black

Irregular test duration is set to 11 min which correspond to a 60-minute time series at real scale. Selected
irregular waves are listed in the table below.
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T(s)

H/Hs(m)

Gamma

1.20

0.033

3.3

1.61

0.017

3.3

1.61

0.033

3.3

1.61

0.050

3.3

1.61

0.083

3.3

1.81

0.050

3.3

1.81

0.067

3.3

1.81

0.117

3.3

1.81

0.150

3.3

2.01

0.033

3.3

2.01

0.050

3.3

2.01

0.083

3.3

2.21

0.100

3.3

2.21

0.150

3.3

2.40

0.183

3.3

Sensors calibration
For surface elevation measurements, the calibration of wave gauges is performed at each facility
following the local procedure. To mitigate their sensitivity to temperature variations, calibrations may be
performed daily or prior and after each set of test, depending on each facility procedure.
For the pressure measurement, a calibration was performed by the sensor supplier in May 2018, this
calibration certificate is given in Appendix C. A sensitivity and uncertainty verification may be carried out
by each partner following their own procedure.

Wave characterisation
Before the model installation, the regular and irregular waves selected for the tests are generated and
measured in the wave tank.
Five wave gauges will be used to measure the water surface elevation. WG5 is at the model location,
centre of the upper plate of the oscillating column. WG2 and WG3 are on the model sides, 2.5 meters
away. WG1 is upstream and WG4 is downstream. WG1, WG5 and WG4 are aligned in the wave direction
with different, enabling wave reflection assessment if needed.
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Wave gauges locations for the wave characterisation tests without the model

Exact location in the wave tank is given by each partner.

Experimental setup
ECN provides the model, its frame and all the detailed technical drawings to interface it with a fixed
structure onto each of the tanks. Each facility provides the outside wave probes and their mounting
system.

Wave gauges locations for tests with the model

Data acquisition
Signals are measured with each facility’s acquisition system with their own measurement protocol.
Details of data acquisition are given by each partner (acquisition device, sampling rate, filtering…).

Measurement Data formatting
In order to produce homogeneous data sets from this project and make the share and analysis of the
data easier, all partners must provide the measurement files with the following format.
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File content
One test corresponds to one wave condition. Each test data is recorded in a text file which has 11
columns corresponding to the following channels.
Column number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Channel name
Time
WG1
WG2
WG3
WG4
WG5
WG6
WG7
WG8
Pres1
Pres2

File names
To make data comparison and processing easier, each measurement file name is built in the following
way:
RROWC_partnerName_testNumber.txt
For example: RROWC_ECN_001.txt, RROWC_ECN_002.txt, RROWC_ECN_003.txt…

Measurement data description
Data description is detailed in an excel file. Each line corresponds to one test and contains all the test
information and comments.

Data analysis
Each partner processes their measurements with their own data processing procedure to provide the
following data:




Power Response Amplitude Operator from regular and irregular sea conditions
Pressure Response Amplitude Operator from regular and irregular sea conditions
Inside Water Elevation Response Amplitude Operator from regular and irregular sea
conditions

This processed data is supplied in a text file format, to be easily plotted with the results from the others
partners.

Each Round Robin Partner's provision
Each participant of this round robin test project shares the measurement data. They also give
complementary information to have a complete understanding of the test setup at each facility and to
analyse the possible difference between results from different wave tanks.
To be provided by each partner:
Instrumentation data
Data acquisition device
Data acquisition configuration (sampling rate, filters…)
Sensor calibration certificates
Experimental setup
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Model location in the tank
Pictures of the setup
Measurement data
Test files containing measured signals with appropriate names
and format
Excel file with appropriate format describing each test conditions
Data processing
Data processing procedure
Results data with the appropriate format

Test program
The proposed timeframes for completing the tests in each facility are as follows:




1st round at ECN: June 2019
2nd round at UCC: July, August and September 2019
3rd round at UoP: November, December and January 2019
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2.2 Two-body raft
In order to investigate a device representative of another branch of WECs, a two-body raft was selected
to be the larger TRL concept studied in this exercise. This device allows implementing one of the
requirements of MARINET2 GA: the device will have to contain a MaRINET2 PTO emulator delivering a
controlled torque. Such advanced modelling of PTO is usually implemented for concepts having reached
TRL levels of about 3. At such TRL levels, the model is generally modelled in between 1:30 to 1:10 scale. It
was chosen to design a 1:25 scale model of a deep-water device. The depths of the involved wave tanks
do vary, and the corresponding full scale configurations will have different depths. For most of the tests,
the waves of interest should still be deep-water waves in the different tanks.
In order to facilitate the data processing of the tests, it was decided that the controlled torque induced to
represent the PTO system should be as simple as possible, but still only satisfyingly implemented using a
real-time controller. A simple linear damping, with the PTO torque proportional to the angular velocity of
the relative pitch motion between the two bodies, will be implemented. The utilisation of linear torque
solutions on a small scale device is probably one of the most challenging tasks to achieve in wave energy
conversion. Such linear damping is also usual in first order numerical models, used to model WECs with a
relatively low computational cost.
In order to design a model that would present some resonance over wave frequencies of interest,
simulations of a two-body raft were undertaken. These simulations had for objective to design a 1:25
scale model of a raft resonating at around 10s waves when undamped, to estimate the optimal damping
coefficient. This would allow measuring large power output, and to inform the choice of instrumentation
and actuators by providing estimates of extreme values of PTO torque, relative angular velocity, and
mooring loads.

2.2.1 Numerical simulation of the two-body raft
These simulations were carried out using InWave, a GUI-based software developed by INNOSEA. This
software is destined to be used for commercial use and, although it exhibits some interesting
functionalities, it is still under development.
The purpose of InWave software ( (Innosea), (Combourieu A. P. M., 2014) , (Combourieu A. P. M., 2015))
is to model the behaviour of offshore multibody systems such as Wave Energy Converters (WEC). This
WEC modelling tool includes the incident wave generation, a multibody dynamic solver, a hydrodynamic
solver, power take-off and mooring models, post-processing and visualization tools, as shown in Figure 6.
The originality of this software compared to other similar codes lies in the use of a fast multibody
dynamic solver using relative coordinates. The InWave multibody dynamic solver determines the motion
of branched articulated multibody structures in time domain, using fast non-linear semi-recursive
algorithms derived from robotics.
The hydrodynamic solver NEMOH (Babarit A., 2015), an open-source linear potential flow solver based on
BEM developed at ECN LHEEA, determines the hydrodynamic loads on each body of the multibody
structure.
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Figure 6 Overview of InWave Process (from (Innosea))

2.2.2 Model validation using a Box raft’
As a step into numerical modelling of a raft using InWave, initial simulations were performed simulating a
‘Box raft’ with geometry similar to that of the raft studied in Combourieu (2014), and shown here in
Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Global geometry of the Box Raft WEC, from Zheng et al (2015)

Through the development of this model, several problems with InWave software were pointed out, that
were solved by InWave developers. Finally, the implementation and results of this first model were
checked by the InWave developers.
The response amplitude operator (RAO) obtained of this box raft agreed with data presented in (Zheng,
2015), which led to the validation of this numerical model.
7
Relative pitch (°/m)

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
0

5

10

15

20

Period(s)

Figure 8: relative pitch RAO of the undamped ‘box raft’.

2.2.3 Initial simulations of Marinet2 Raft
The evolution of the geometry and global characteristics of the Marinet 2 raft is given in Table IError!
Reference source not found..
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Table I Evolution of first simulations on Marinet 2 raft
Model number

RAFT1
Length (m)

Space
RAFT2
RAFT
RAFT1 Mass RAFT2 Mass
between the 2
Length (m)
draught (m)
(kg)
(kg)
rafts (m)

Axis position

Evolution Needs

Global shape, mesh to be
checked, resonant period a bit
too low (T=6.5s))

global shape of the raft (fore part of raft 1, aft part of raft2)

1st evolution
5

35

33

5

3.5

2.00E+06

1.84E+06

On raft1 (2m from aft)

6

35

35

5

3

1.53E+06

1.45E+06

On raft1 (1m from aft)

7

35

35

5

3.5

1.94E+06

1.94E+06

On raft 2 (to limit splashes
on the onboard
instrumentation) -

8

35

35

5

3.5

1.95E+06

1.83E+06

9

35

35

5

3.5

1.95E+06

1.83E+06

several models

35

35

5

3.5

35

35

On raft 2 (to limit splashes Model equivalent to N°7. First
on the onboard
model designed by mechanical
instrumentation)- 4m from
engineers, with adjusted
fore part
inertia
On raft 2 (to limit splashes
on the onboard
instrumentation)- 4m from
fore part

Model close to N°8, with
sligth modifications from
mechanical engineers

slight variation of shape on the fore part of the raft,
variation of the axis position

Model developped, access
suddenly unavailable

Modification of the aft part of the raft (parabolic shape), Rotation axis on raft 1

2nd evolution
10
3rd evolution
needed

Comments

5

3.5

1.95E+06

1.83E+06

On raft1 (1.5m from aft)

Modification of the aft fore part of the raft, and higher resonant period ( ideally between 9 and 11s)

Example of some geometry and associated results are presented in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Global view of RAFT model N°8 and RAO of the undamped device (relative pitch)

The model N°9 of the raft corresponds to the first version which has been modelled by mechanical
engineers at ECN. Main characteristics of the model are presented in Figure 10, and a global view of the
mesh used for the simulation is provided in Figure 11. It can be seen that the axis of rotation has been
placed on the raft number 2, in order to have the torque-controlled motor in-line with the axis of rotation
in order to reduce any friction in the PTO system.
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Characteristic
Length (m)
Width (m)
Draught (m)
Height (m)
Space between 2 rafts
Hinge vertical position (m)
CDG vertical position (vs
free surface) (m)
CDG longitudinal position
(INWAVE software
coordinates)
Total WEC length (m)
Mass (tons)
3

Disp (1raft) m
Position longitudinale
RAFTS (INWAVE software
coordinates)

Full scale
35
18
3.5

Scale 1:25
1.4
0.72
0.14

Full scale
35
18
3.5

Scale 1:25
1.4
0.72
0.14

5
5

0.2
0.2

5
5

0.2
0.2

-0.475

-0.019

-0.475

-0.019

1.444

0.05776

34.975

1.399

75
1.95E+03
2.00E+03

3
1.25E-01
1.28E-01

1.83E+03
1.77E+03

1.17E-01
1.13E-01

-17.5-17.5

Inertia Matrix RAFT1 (Full scale) at CoG– kg.m²
7.08E+07
0.00E+00
-3.90E+06
0.00E+00
2.19E+8
0.00E+00
-3.90E+06
0.00E+00
2.78E+08

22.5-57.5

Inertia matrix raft 2 at CoG(Full scale)
6.14E+07
0.00E+00
5.70E+06
0.00E+00
1.56E+08
0.00E+00
5.70E+06
0.00E+00
2.09E+08

Figure 10: Main Characteristics of RAFT model N°9

Figure 11: Global view of the mesh

Regular wave simulations have been carried out using linear mooring in surge, sway and yaw, with the
following full-scale stiffness values: Kxx=Kyy=5e4 Nm; K=1e7 N/rad.
The undamped relative pitch RAO of the device (Figure 12) shows resonance at around 7s full scale.
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Figure 12: relative pitch RAO of the undamped raft model N°9

Linear damping was then added to the model, in the form
, with being the relative angular
velocity between the two bodies, and
the linear damping coefficient. A study of the influence of the
linear damping coefficient on the raft response was carried out.
Figure 13(a) shows the dependency of the device’s power absorption as a function of the linear damping
coefficient. At low damping, the device does not have a high power output, and its maximum power
extraction is around 7s. As
increases, the power output increases and its maximum power
extraction shifts to slightly larger values. With large damping, the device’s power extraction diminishes.
Optimal linear damping for this device is then estimated to around 1e8.
(a)
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(b)

Figure 13: Power RAOs as a function of damping coefficient (a), and relative pitch RAO with B PTO close to
optimal damping (BPTO =1e8) (b) – Full scale values

2.2.4 Evolution to final concept
The evolution of the geometry from model N°8 to a final concept (N°9) will slightly modify the fore and
aft part of the rafts with smoother shapes, as suggested on Figure 14, in order to reduce vortex shedding
at the edges, and hopefully, limit water splashing in between the pontoons. The last version of the CAD
project of the raft is shown in Figure 15. Floats will be made out of aluminium.

Figure 14 last raft geometry being actually tested, GeoRAFT_140319, and associated mesh
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Figure 15: Last version of the design project of the raft

Some evolutions still need to be done on the mechanical arrangement and the load path in the
connection, but further validated input data is required to further advance on the CAD design, and also to
validate the actuators and sensors to be used in the PTO system.

2.2.5 Development of Power Take-Off system
A National Instruments compact RIO (cRIO) is going to be used to control the Power Take-Off (PTO)
system of the model. This controller was chosen because it enables the operation in real time and it has a
number of available modules to process different signals while being a friendly-user platform. The
controller manages the real time servo control of the PTO, the data acquisition of sensors and PTO inputs
and outputs, and the network communication with the remote supervision PC.

Figure 16 Instrumentation diagram

For each time step, the embedded real time controller performs the following operations (Figure 17):
encoder data reading, shaft velocity calculation, resistive torque calculation, torque meter reading, PID
calculation, target current sending.
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Figure 17 Servo control diagram

Development of the PTO system is carried out on a test bench, in order to validate the different required
tasks, like encoder acquisition by NI cRIO, angular velocity calculation, PID tuning and real-time PTO
torque application.
This test bench, shown in Figure 18, includes two motors, their encoders and their drives, a torque meter
and the compact RIO real time controller. One motor, controlled in position, is used to simulate the raft
relative pitch motion. The other motor is the PTO emulator, which applies the required PTO damping
torque.
Motor
drives

Compact RIO
controller

Torque meter

Motors &
encoders

Figure 18 Photo of the PTO development bench

The objective of this test bench is to collect data to check that servo control law is performed correctly
with different sinusoidal and irregular motions, corresponding to typical motions that are expected to be
observed by the system on the raft.

2.2.6 Instrumentation
A direct drive motor Kollmorgen C091 is utilised to avoid any friction and non-reversibility effects in a
gear box, stall torque of 32.6 Nm and peak torque of 75.6 Nm was chosen. Angular position feedback will
be provided by a high resolution encoder provided by Heidenhain. The motor will be controlled via
Ethercat by a National Instruments AKD-P02406-NBCC-x069 motor drive
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A torque signal will be provided by a ETH-messtechnik DRBK-II-100-A torque meter with a measuring
range of 100 Nm.

2.2.7 Testing Protocol
Each facility will be free to carry out the calibration of the sensors used in the model.

Measurements of model characteristics
During the different test campaigns at the different infrastructures, several measurements will have to be
performed in order to check the model characteristics (mass, CoG, Inertia).
The different facilities involved will be free to carry out these measurements according to their own
procedures. Those should be reported, with best estimates of associated uncertainties.

Sea state calibration
The facilities will be free to carry out the testing according to their own usual practices, in order to
investigate facility bias.
However, in order to be able to compare results from tests carried out in the same conditions at different
facilities, an established set of sea states has already been agreed as shown below. Those latter will then
have to be calibrated before the tests, in order to ensure similar incoming waves.
Facilities will be free to calibrate the required sea states following their usual practices. Those procedures
will have to be detailed in each test report provided by each facility, and results of sea state calibration
will have to be presented.

Measurements of setup characteristics
Once the model is installed in the tank, characterisation tests of the setup need to be conducted. These
tests include tests of mooring stiffness and free decay tests of the moored model.

Data acquisition
Each facility provides its own data acquisition system. The data acquisition sampling frequency will be
done at a minimum of 100 Hz. All channels will be synchronised with help of triggers when possible.
Data files will be provided in ASCI format with at least 6 decimals for numbers to help data analysis and
comparison in the different facilities.

Test program
The following tests will be performed:
- Device characterisation tests:
o Pull tests for mooring stiffness
o Free decays moored undamped model
- 2D Monochromatic sea states
o About 10 tests over range of periods at constant steepness, with two steepness
- 2D Irregular sea states
o 15 sea states
-

3D irregular sea states.

The choice of the scatter diagram will evolve depending on the final raft geometry and resonant period.
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3 Facilities and test schedule
All facilities participating in the Round Robin tests have a wave tank with one-meter depth, a fixed
structure above the water to fasten the system and similar wave generation capacities. The University of
Edinburgh will only participate in the two-body raft experiments due to its characteristics
Partner

ECN
UoP
Shallow Water Wave
Wave tank
Tank
Length (m)
20
35
Width (m)
10
15.5
Depth (m)
1
0.3
48 individually
24 individually
Wave generator
controlled hinged flap
controlled hinged flap
absorbing paddles
absorbing paddles
Detailed generation capacities for each facility are given in appendix B.

UCC-Marei
LirNOTF Deep Ocean
Basin
35
12
0 to 3
16 hinged force
feedback paddles

The updated proposed timeframe for completing the tests in each facility is as follows:

JAN-19

FEB-19

MAR-19

APR-19

MAY-19

JUN-19

JUL-19

AUG-19

SEP-19

OCT-19

NOV-19

DEC-19

JAN-20

FEB-20

MAR-20

APR-20

MAY-20

JUN-20

JUL-20

AUG-20

M25

M26

M27

M28

M29

M30

M31

M32

M33

M34

M35

M36

M37

M38

M39

M40

M41

M42

M43

M44

Table II Proposed test schedule for OWC and RAFT.

ECN
UCC
UoP
UED
IN
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Appendix A – OWC technical drawings
OWC fastening frame
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Upper plate holding with sensors and orifice
slots
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Appendix B
UCC Marei

UoP
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ECN
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Appendix C
Pressure sensor calibration certificate
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Executive summary
Offshore renewable energy devices are still under development and some of them are still
considered emerging technologies; for example, offshore wind energy converters. As such, there
is still a lot of research being undertaken at small scale with prototypes being tested for different
conditions (e.g. structural integrity, optimisation, etc.).
As it was demonstrated in the MaRINET2 D2.1, there have been a few attempts by different
organisations to provide guidance and best practices to test scaled or full scale offshore wind
energy converters. These guidelines and best practices are usually based on experiences from
similar technologies or transferable knowledge from different fields and their applicability to
offshore wind energy converters might be limited. Also, they are often found not to be specific
when detailing parameters that are crucial for the testing campaigns, especially if those involve
complex fluid structure interactions between the device and the inflow characteristics.
Currently, there are very limited experimental protocols which address quantitatively the effects
that facilities may have on the outcomes of the testing campaign. As a consequence, it has been
difficult to confirm the extent to which these differences relate to the device performance or to
the testing facility. Therefore, the first stage of this work package, detailed in this report, aims to
provide a summary of the development of consistent testing practices and activities that are
being planned to compare different marine energy systems and components at various testing
facilities within the MaRINET2 program. This deliverable intends to provide detailed information
on the testing parameters so the users can relate them to the outcomes of the program.
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1. Introduction
1.1

Scope of report

Prototype testing is an integral part of the development process for many technologies. This
includes scale model testing in laboratories and field test sites, as well as controlled testing of
components and sub-assemblies. Testing at small scale can be quick and relatively inexpensive,
while testing within a controlled environment enables experiments to be repeated for a range of
parameters. An additional advantage of testing at small scales is that each individual subsystem
can be independently tested. However, the effects that a facility or laboratory will have on the
outcomes even following the same protocol are uncertain.
Different results from conducting nominally the same experiment can be the consequence of a
mix of factors including primarily dimensions of the facility, type (i.e., basin, tank, flume, etc.).
Therefore, a Round Robin testing is designed to enable first stage quantification of a facility’s
impact on the performance of the testing program and the technology being tested. It is for
these reasons and to put some quantification on the impact of a facility on the testing program
and technology performance that Round Robin testing is undertaken. These results in the same
testing program being repeatedly undertaken on the same device and monitoring program at a
number of facilities so that variations in performance can be identified and the causal factors
investigated and quantified.

1.2

Abbreviations and acronyms

FHAWT Floating Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine
FOWT

Floating Offshore Wind Turbine

RRT

Round Robin Testing

RAO

Response Amplitude Operator

DTU

Technical University of Denmark

CENER

National Renewable Energy Centre

IFREMER

L'Institut Français de Recherche pour l'Exploitation de la Mer

ECN

École Centrale de Nantes

UCC

University College Cork

MAREI

Centre for Marine and Renewable Energy Ireland

UoS

University of Strathclyde

MARIN

Maritime Research Institute Netherlands

DoF

Degrees of freedom
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2. Wind energy systems: Innovating practices for
improving the accuracy of infrastructure
testing
2.1

Introduction

A wind “Round Robin” (RR) testing is scheduled within the MaRINET2 H2020 project beside the
tidal and wave RR testing.
The particularity of Floating Offshore Wind Turbines (FOWT) is that both water wave dynamics
and airflow dynamics have a direct impact in the behaviour of these devices and scaling between
model scale and full scale involves both Froude and Reynolds effects.
Wave tanks are widely distributed but very few of them are equipped with wind tunnel or open
jet wind generators. Alternatives to wind forcing on a rotor can be found in applying external
loads with actuators or on-board thrusters.
The aim of the wind RR is to run tests on a Floating Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine (FHAWT) in
different facilities and compare their results. For comparison between different facilities, a
common on board thruster is chosen to simulate the wind action. For comparison between
methods, different wind actions are scheduled depending on their availability in the different
facilities: on board thruster, wind blowing on a rotor...
The analysis of the results will show what can be the discrepancies between tests run in different
facilities and what can be expected from the different methods.

2.2
2.2.1

Testing Device
Floating body and mooring

A 10 MW FHAWT, CENER design [1], is chosen as the test case (Figure 1).
The floating structure is semi-submersible with three vertical circular columns linked by three
horizontal pontoons with rectangular cross section. The turbine is on the top of a vertical mast
located on the axis of one of the columns.
The model is mainly made with aluminium, its mass, centre of gravity and inertias are controlled
by some additional on board weights made with lead and by the inertias of a rotor or thruster
located at the top of the mast.
The scale of the model is 1/60 (Figure 2). It is intended to use the DTU rotor [2] in one of the
facilities (IFREMER) which requires a 3 m diameter rotor. Details of the DTU rotor are given in
[3].
The mooring of the CENER design was initially made with underwater mooring lines [1]
connected to the bottom of the columns of the floating structure and lying on the seabed. In the
frame of the wind RR, it is decided to use an aerial mooring system consisting on three
horizontal lines connected to the top of the columns. Each line is made with a stiff textile rope
connected in series with a calibrated linear spring (Figure 4).
At IFREMER, ECN and MAREI wave tanks, an 11.8 m width of the mooring system is suitable.
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As the vertical load induced by the aerial mooring is zero, the weight of the floater is adjusted to
keep the nominal draft. The inertias and location of the centre of gravity are kept the same
(Table I and Table II).
The full scale overall horizontal stiffness of the mooring system for small surge or sway motion is
70.8 kN/m.
Figure 4 depicts the arrangement of the aerial mooring lines. This configuration is the same in
the three largest facilities (ECN, IFREMER, MAREI).
Table I - Full scale inertias of the floating system

Mass
Vertical position of Centre
of Gravity below water
line

2.553E+07

kg

-13.46

m

Inertias around Centre of Gravity
Ixx

2.685E+10

Kg.m2

Iyy

2.683E+10

Kg.m2

Izz

2.373E+10

Kg.m2

Radii of inertia around Centre of Gravity
Rxx

32.43

m

Ryy

32.42

m

Rzz

30.49

m

The wind turbine mass is a target that allows to include a model scale rotor submitted to an
open jet wind or a thruster. Additional masses are used to adjust and fulfil this mass requirement
(around 3.49 kg model scale at the top of the tower).
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Table II - Model scale (1/60) inertias of the floating system in fresh water

Mass

115.31

kg

Vertical position of Centre of
Gravity below water line

-0.224

m

Inertias around Centre of Gravity
Ixx

33.68

Kg.m2

Iyy

33.66

Kg.m2

Izz

29.77

Kg.m2

Radii of inertia around Centre of Gravity
Rxx

0.540

m

Ryy

0.540

m

Rzz

0.508

m

Figure 1 - Main dimensions of the wind RR floater.
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Figure 2 - View of the model under construction.

Figure 3 - View of the model after painting.
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Figure 4 - Aerial mooring at model scale.

2.2.2

Wind action simulation

The simulation of the wind action is essential for the wind RR and different ways are possible.
The simplest one is to install an aerial thruster at the top of the mast in place of the wind turbine
and rotor. The thruster’s purpose is to induce a force equal to the expected wind load. IFREMER
will develop a thruster for the purpose of the tests and will make it available to the wind RR
partners for testing. The thruster is made with a small propeller running at high velocity (more
than ten times the rotor rotation frequency) and is not very sensitive to the relative motion in air
associated to the floating body dynamics. Then a constant force is quite easy to simulate, a time
varying force is also possible. A control of the force could be introduced as a function of the
dynamics of the FOWT. But this aspect will probably not be tested in all facilities.
The second method considered is the use of a scaled rotor. The DTU rotor [2], [3] can be
available for test at IFREMER. In terms of thrust and torque, the DTU rotor is scaled according to
the Froude law, then the blades geometry is different from the full scale.
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2.3

Facilities

The facilities which are involved in the wind RR are listed in Table III.
These facilities and teams were selected upon:
-

ability to generate waves and possibly wind
skills
activities in the field of FOWT
will to participate to the wind RR

An additional partner, MARIN, acts as a witness and will attend parts of the tests.
It is noticeable that IFREMER wave tank is filled with salt water.
Table III - Facilities

LxWxD
[m]

Name
ECN

Multi directional
48 flaps
76 x 4.6 x 1.7-2.3 Mono directional
Multi directional
35 x 12 x 3
16 flaps
50 x 12.5 x 9.7 Mono directional
50 x 30 x 5

UoS - Kelvin laboratory
UCC MAREI
IFREMER Centre de Bretagne

2.4

Wave maker

Wind generation
Yes
Yes

Testing Protocol

2.4.1

Model characteristics

A first calibration of the model will be made at IFREMER.
The basic balancing procedure is as follows:
-

the mass of the model is measured with a calibrated gauge

-

the measurements of the location of the centre of gravity is made by hanging the model
with cables and looking for equilibrium in three different planes

-

the measurements of the inertias are made by hanging the model with cables and
measuring the periods of oscillation around three different axes.

This basic procedure will be applied to the model as built.
Masses will be added at precise locations (from computation) to reach the target parameters
(Table I) calculated in fresh water.
The same basic procedure as stated before will allow to check the values of the total mass,
location of the centre of gravity and inertias around the main axes.
Iterations will be made if necessary to reach as close as possible the parameters of Table I at
model scale.
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An iteration step will be made to adapt the model parameters to the salt water condition at
IFREMER Centre de Bretagne.
These last additional masses can then be removed for tests in fresh water tanks.
In each facility a control of the mass, location of the centre of gravity and inertias will be made
by a local method.
The model in tank is installed according to Figure 4 with waves propagating toward positive x
values. The fixed extremities of the mooring lines are located at 0 and +/- 5.9 m along y axis
and at 6.813 and -3.406 m along x axis respectively.

2.4.2

Instrumentation

The instrumentation is listed in Table IV
Table IV - Instrumentation and sensors

Physical parameters

Sensor

Motions (6 DoF)

Motion capture (Qualisys)

Mooring tensions (3)

Force sensors

Wave height (>=2)

Wave gauges

Wind (>=1)

Ultra sonic

Thruster’s thrust (1)

Force sensor

Rotor’s loads
Thrust and torque

Force and moment sensor

Frequency meter
DTU control
Blade pitch angle (1)
DTU control
The waves are measured at three locations:
Rotor’s velocity (1)

-

Comments
Available in all facilities
One component
Can be provided by IFREMER
Different in each facility
One can be provided by
IFREMER
Available at IFREMER
Provided by IFREMER with
power supply and control
Two components at least
Included in DTU rotor
Included in DTU rotor
Included in DTU rotor

one on the side of the tank at the abscissa of the model at rest
one or two ahead between the model and the wave maker

The aerial thruster is provided by IFREMER. A preliminary calibration will be made for validation.

2.4.3

Data acquisition

Each facility provides its own data acquisition system. The data acquisition sampling frequency is
100 Hz. All channels are synchronised with help of triggers when necessary.
Data files will be provided in ASCI format with at least 6 decimals for numbers to help data
analysis and comparison in the different facilities.

2.5

Testing plan

The test plan for wind RR includes:
-

Hydrostatics: checking of water draft and GMs moduli, with and without mooring
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-

Mooring stiffness: check surge and sway stiffness

-

Decay tests in calm water, without (vertical motions) and with mooring (all motions)

-

Regular waves test

-

Irregular waves tests

The tests are run without or with thruster or rotor acting.
Preliminary computations of the RAOs of the FOWT were run by IFREMER with the
diffraction and radiation software Hydrostar from Bureau Veritas. The results show the
variation of the RAOs with the wave frequency and help to select the regular waves
parameters (Figure 5) (Table V). Surge and heave were given at the location of the centre
of gravity. The computation will be done again after measurement of effective inertia matrix
of the model
Table V - Regular waves parameters

Wave period (s)
full scale
5.4

Wave period (s)
model scale
0.70

6.7
8.0

0.86
1.03

10.0
14.0
18.5
21.0

1.29
1.80
2.39
2.71

25.0
x

3.23

Heave resonance
Tune around heave resonance
Close to pitch resonance

x

Tune around pitch resonance

Comments
Shorter period
Local surge maximum
Local surge minimum
Local pitch maximum
Local heave maximum
Heave equilibrium

Two waves height H for each T. Tentatively: H=6 and H=12 m.
More waves height H around heave and pitch resonance period.
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Figure 5 - Surge, heave and pitch RAOs. Blue lines depict different water depth results according to
different wave tanks. Red circle are regular waves frequencies. Red lines are JONSWAP spectrum
shapes.

The irregular waves sea states are JONSWAP spectrum with  ≈3 (Table VI).
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Table VI - Irregular waves parameters. JONSWAP parameters with =3.

Wave peak period (s) Wave peak period (s)
Comments
full scale
model scale
Shorter period
8.0
1.03

10.0
1.29
1.80
Local heave maximum
14.0
2.58
Resonances and heave equilibrium
20.0
Two significant waves height Hs for each Tp. Tentatively: Hs=6 and Hs=12 m.
More waves height Hs around heave resonance period

2.6

Schedule
The proposed timeframe for completing the tests in each facility is as follows:







1st round at IFREMER with thruster: May-June 2019
2nd round at Strathclyde Kelvin Laboratory : October 2019
3rd round at ECN : November 2019
4th round at IFREMER with DTU rotor: December 2019
5th rounds at MAREI: 2020
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Executive summary
This report is produced in partial fulfilment of Deliverable 4.1 (hereafter D4.1) Common
MaRINET 2 standard testing and benchmarking plan. It contributes to Task 4.4 that is described
by the Marine Renewable Infrastructure Network for Enhancing Technologies 2 (MaRINET2)

T4.4 Electrical subsystems and grid integration: Innovating practices for improving the accuracy of
infrastructure testing and remote access. (Task Leader: TECNALIA. Participants: UCC_MaREI,
EMEC, ORECat, SINTEF)
This activity will develop and prove new testing and evaluation methods for offshore wind turbines
and ocean energy converters for grid integration under laboratory conditions. This activity builds
on work developed in of FP7 MaRINET Project taking into account the previous results and
feedback.
Sub Task 4.4.1: Harmonization of test standards and models: This will generate standard load
regimes and grid profiles to be shared and tested in the network infrastructures following the work
started in FP7 MaRINET.
These standard conditions will be emulated in the different infrastructures and the results
compared for consistency. The results of these round robin tests will feed into IEC technical
working groups activities.
Sub Task 4.4.2: Research for realistic grid interaction under laboratory conditions: This will define
specific physical tests and investigate dynamic simulation models to allow grid emulation and
simulation model capabilities to be made available to users of research infrastructures. This will
include: Simulation of grid behaviour will be realised by using Power Hardware-in the-Loop (PHiL)
simulation systems, and making further appropriate developments; Simulation of grid behaviour
under distorted grid conditions and integration of offshore wind turbine and ocean energy
converter models in the power train research installations.
Sub Task 4.4.3: Research into improvements for test infrastructures for future test requirements:
This will identify future demands looking at both the hardware requirements and innovative
testing procedures required to replicate these within laboratory conditions. These new testing
procedures and research into the installation enhancements will make a clear contribution to the
development of future European grid codes (ENTSOE).
Sub Task 4.4.4: Research on adaptable components for real test capabilities: Identify the set of
sensitive components (i.e. generator, power converter). Research will be undertaken on the
desired capabilities for each component relating to the testing objectives.
Sub Task 4.4.5: Development of Remote Access: Establish the current state of remote access
capabilities among network partners, identify suitable laboratory installations and offer up a demo
installation.
grant agreement as:
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The task studies the grid connection issues of offshore renewable technologies with the objective
of anticipating the future needs and prepare the facilities so as to be suitable for the new testing
demands.

Previous work in FP7 MARINET:
D2.11 Best practice manual for PTO testing – S4.2 Grid connection control
D2.19 Generation of a set of typical dynamic load regimes for common conversion devices
D2.26 Collation of European Grid Codes
D4.02 Report on dynamic test procedures
D4.03 Report on grid integration & power quality testing - S9.2.3, S10.3, S10.5
D4.14 Report on demand side grid compatibility
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1. Introduction
1.1
1.1.1

Electrical testing: General facts
Main objectives

The importance and objectives of electrical testing were discussed in FP7 MaRINET Project.
The main objective of these tests is to analyse the viability of the device from the electric point
of view. Researchers usually work hard in order to validate the WEC concept, efficiency,
survivability etc. But it is very interesting to know if the concept is electrically viable. With the
results of possible prior tank tests, and the information of the developed models, the initial
design of the generator and electronic equipment can be developed.
Additionally, control methods can also be researched. Controls have been previously developed
in mathematical models and simulations should then be tested in real equipment where true
physical limitations are present. It is important also to test all the controls in a controlled
laboratory environment where repeatability of tests/working conditions are possible.
With the existing electrical facilities, the following objectives can be achieved:
o Validate the basic electrical operation of the device, including the selected generator, power
electronics, controller, probes and sensors. In order to achieve this objective, the whole electric
set-up is connected in a laboratory and different tests to check the electrical operation of the
system are performed. After these tests, the basic electrical operation of the proposed concept
are tested, including:




The correct design and wiring of the electrical system.
The correct individual performance of the electric elements (generator, power
electronics, sensors, controllers and protection elements).
The correct interaction between the different elements (generator, power electronics,
etc). Integration between the different elements and their with the controller can be
tested at this stage. Basic function commands as for instance start and stop commands,
grid connection command, measurements acquisition, emergency brake etc. should also
be tested.

o Validation of the control algorithms. The HIL test-bench allows performing dynamic tests with
real electrical equipment which is going to be used in the WEC. In this way, these tests are a
step forward with respect to the mathematical simulation performed previously in the projects.
They also allow to:




Check the control software under normal and extreme sea conditions.
To perform the fine tuning of the controllers in order to accommodate the non-idealities
of the system (sensor delays, hardware response time, signal saturation etc.).
Check the control laws under normal and extreme sea conditions.

o To perform repetitive tests, the systems should be left working during several days, covering
as many sea states as possible. This allows fixing different hardware and software problems as
for instance, avoid overheating of the electrical components, avoid problems related to
saturation of some variables in the controller etc.
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MaRINET2 extends the capabilities of the testing facilities to grid connection issues. With such a
large amount of power injected to grid, grid integration issues of onshore wind farms have been
largely discussed and solved through specific Grid Codes and different software and hardware
solutions. When it comes to offshore generation, there is a lack of a standard regulation for grid
connection of offshore wind and ocean energy devices. However, looking at the potential of
marine energy resources, offshore wind energy is a more powerful resource than onshore wind.
In the case of ocean energy technologies, i.e. tidal and wave, the worldwide electricity
production is still relatively small and has to face significant challenges to reach the maturity of
other renewable energy technologies. But there is a huge potential available along the coasts of
certain regions worldwide what implies that the power injected by these technologies will
increase in the near future, and they will have to contribute to grid stability as onshore
technologies already do.
As stated, there is not a common standard. The work in [1], provides an updated overview and
systematic comparison of the connection requirements included in Grid Codes by Transmission
System Operators (TSOs) of eight European countries and the Network Code on Requirements
for Grid Connection applicable to all Generators (NC RfG) developed by the European Network
for Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E).
There are critical aspects that marine energy farms will have to overcome to be able to
efficiently and securely inject the electrical power into the grid.
The work performed in T4.4 of MaRINET 2 seeks to anticipate the needs of the sector and
analyse the suitability of the existing testing facilities. Moreover, different ideas to improve the
current facilities to match the future needs will be proposed.

1.1.2

Current situation of electrical testing

D4.2 of MaRINET FP7 Project discussed the fact that Dynamic tests in Hardware in the Loop
(HIL) test-beds are extended in onshore wind turbine testing where the validation of the physical
concept is no longer a challenge. However, the majority of the tests being performed in the
ocean energy areas are related to the testing of the physical prototypes, with the main objective
of validating a concept design. In many cases, the research and subsequent tests of the
generator, power electronics and grid connection are forgotten. This is potenitally a large big
mistake and projects like MaRINET and MaRINET 2 have been designed to highlight the
importance of testing the electrical aspect of WECs.
It is expected that these tests will become essential for ocean energy in the near future, when
the technology of the devices have matured and the control and grid connections will become a
new challenge. In the meanwhile, the work developed in MaRINET 2 will advance in the
protocols, tools and facilities for a proper preparation, and not to become a bottleneck, once the
technology is ready.
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1.2

Scope of report

The present report will revise the work to be researched in T4.4 of MaRINET 2. Particularities of
grid integration of offshore renewable technologies, available facilities and testing needs will be
described.
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1.3

Abbreviations and acronyms

ENTSO-E

European Network for Transmission System Operators for Electricity

HIL

Hardware In the Loop

HV

High Voltage

HVRT

High voltage ride through

IEC

International Electrotechnical Commission

IGBT

Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor

LVRT

Low Voltage Ride Through

MaRINET2

Marine Renewable Infrastructure Network for Enhancing Technologies 2

MEC

Marine Energy Converter

NC RfG
Generators

Network Code on Requirements for Grid Connection applicable to all

NOTF

National Ocean Test Facilities

PCC

Point of Common Coupling

PLL

Phase-Locked Loop

PTO

Power Take Off

PWM

Pulse-Width Modulation

RRT

Round Robin Test

SCIM

Squirrel Cage Induction Machine

TRL

Technology Readiness Level

TSO

Transmission System Operators

UCC

University College Cork

VFD

Variable Frequency Drive

VSC

Voltage Source Converter

WEC

Wave Energy Converter
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2. Sub-tasks and test facilities
2.1

Sub-tasks in Electrical subsystems

This deliverable intends to make progress in the simulations and experimental testing techniques
for the efficient integration of offshore renewable systems into the electrical grid. The work is
split into the following subtasks.
•
•
•
•
•

Harmonisation of test standards and models
Realistic grid interaction under laboratory conditions
Improvements for test infrastructures for future test requirements
Adaptable components for real test capabilities
Remote Access

The work developed in each subtask is carried out through cross-institutional collaboration.
Applicable standards, industrial recommended practice and expert knowledge is used to define
future test plans and new requirements needed.
Grid integration of offshore renewable technologies is still in the process of being effectively
regulated. Researchers and developers are yet more focused on the survivability and proof of
concept of the devices than on the power injection and grid integration. Grid codes to fulfil and
necessary tests to be performed are still not clear. However, it is expected that due to the high
potential of these technologies, grid integration requirements will be more demanding in the
near future.
The task aims at revising, updating and analysing the existing information regarding grid
compliance, as well as anticipating future challenges, in order to devise the new tests that will be
needed, and to modify and improve the existing facilities accordingly.
Therefore, there will not be RRT in the present task. As will be explained in the following section,
current electrical infrastructures are not yet prepared, nor is the sector for asking for these kinds
of tests. However, remote access of the existing test facilities will be investigated so as to
facilitate and motivate the users to access them. Remote access testing will be performed in at
least one facility.
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2.2

Description of test facilities

There are several test facilities within the MaRINET2 network that can allocate electrical testing.
These facilities are briefly described here.

2.2.1

EMEC

Established in 2003, The European Marine Energy Centre (EMEC) Ltd is the first and only
centre of its kind in the world to provide developers of both wave and tidal energy
converters – technologies that generate electricity by harnessing the power of waves and
tidal streams – with purpose-built, accredited open-sea testing facilities.
EMEC provides the following;
 6 Grid connected wave berths
 7 grid connected tidal berths
 2 scale test sites
 MicroGrid for non-grid testing
EMEC operates to relevant test laboratory standards (ISO17025) enabling the Centre to
provide independently-verified performance assessments, and is accredited to ISO/IEC
17020 offering independent technology verification on marine energy converters and their
sub-systems.

2.2.2

Tecnalia

The Electrical PTO-Lab is a turbine emulator to reproduce the mechanical output of an ocean
energy device/wind turbine
It consists of a HIL (Hardware in the Loop) test bench for grid connection of wind turbines and
ocean energy converters, focused on testing electrical components (electrical generators and/or
power converters). This test bench simulates the power production of a device with a rotary
movement and it can be divided into three key elements: Device Emulator, Electrical Generator
and Power Converter.
Services currently offered by the infrastructure:




Mathematical Model validation.
Device Control: tuning of controllers, optimum efficiency control, peak to average power
control.
Final software testing.
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Electrical component testing.

Figure 1: General Scheme of the Electrical PTO Lab.

2.2.3

UCC_MaREI

The Lir National Ocean Test Facilities (NOTF) at University College Cork (UCC) include dry
electrical laboratory testing facilities. The hardware, software, and Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL)
systems of the Lir NOTF electrical lab are described in this section

2.2.3.1

Medium Speed Rotary Emulator

The medium speed rotary emulator at the Lir NOTF is an electromechanical system used to
duplicate the rotating electrical power take-off (PTO) system of a marine energy converter (MEC)
device and is shown in Figure 2. The emulator is composed of two electrical machines directly
coupled by a mechanical shaft, with a torque transducer between them. The mechanical drive
shaft also includes a stainless-steel flywheel that is connected to the system by a five-position
gear box. The flywheel allows the drive shaft to be composed of one of five different inertial
masses, which can be implemented to replicate the inertia of a system being tested. The prime
mover, which is used to emulate the forces applied by the turbine, is a 4-pole Squirrel Cage
Induction Machine (SCIM) with a rated power of 22 kW, a rated speed of 1467 rpm, and a rated
torque of 143 Nm. The generator is a slip-ring 4-pole induction machine with rated power of 22
kW, a rated speed of 1472 rpm, and a rated torque of 143 Nm. The generator rotor can be set
in multiple configurations depending on the system which is being emulated. For the OPERA
project, the rotor is configured as a SCIM. Both machines are controlled by a Variable Frequency
Drive (VFD), which allows for both speed and torque control of each machine.
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Figure 2: Drive train elements of the UCC PTO test rig

Hardware-in-the-Loop System
The HIL system allows the emulator to be fully integrated with software models running on the
MATLAB® Simulink® platform. The conditions modelled in the Simulink® software are relayed
to the emulator to drive its behaviour, and the conditions of the physical testing equipment are
fed back into the Simulink® model to affect the model and complete the loop. The emulator-HIL
integration was meticulously characterised and verified to ensure accuracy of the softwarehardware link.

2.2.3.2

Microgrid

The Lir NOTF microgrid is a dual bus (labelled as Bus A and Bus B), three-phase, 400 Vac system
that can exist as an islanded system or in connection with the local 50 Hz grid. The microgrid has
several sinks and sources. The microgrid dedicated source devices are the medium speed rotary
emulator and a 33 kVA diesel generator. The microgrid dedicated sinks are a 10 kW adjustable
resistive load bank, a 50 kVA resistive and reactive load bank with adjustable power factor, and
a 25 kW fault emulator that uses high power, low impedences to simulate a short-circuit fault
within the microgrid. There are also three Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM) based power
converters: A 90 kW voltage control converter that can be used to adjust grid conditions,
including frequency and line voltage. Along with the voltage controller, there are two 15 kW
current control converters, one connected to a small battery bank to act as a power storage unit,
the other current control converter is connected to the local grid, which can act as an unlimited,
flexible source or sink as needed.
To perform grid connection experiments using the MEC emulator, the emulator must be
compatible with the systems available to the Lir NOTF microgrid that can manipulate the grid
conditions. The available grid manipulation tools of the Lir NOTF microgrid are the 25 kW fault
emulator and the 90 kW full back-to-back power converter. However, there were limitations to
the application of the fault emulator for shunt base testing due to the electrical configuration
available within the Lir NOTF microgrid, and the full power converter testing could not be
performed due to incompatibility issues between the full back-to-back power converter and the
MEC emulator power electronics.

2.2.4

SINTEF

NTNU and SINTEF owns the Norwegian National Smart Grid Laboratory in Trondheim. The
laboratory is a system-oriented laboratory providing state-of-the-art infrastructure for R&D,
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demonstration, verification, and testing over a wide range
cases. The laboratory enables us to test the Smart Grids of tomorrow.

of

Smart

grid

use

Laboratory inventory
 Transmission systems (AC/DC)
 Distribution systems
 Generation (Large scale, DG, wind farms, PV, hydro..)
 Network customers / loads
 AC/DC converters: Voltage Source Converters (VSC) and Multi-Level Converters (MMC)
 Rotating machinery: Induction generators/motors(IG), Synchronous generators/motors
(SG), Permanent magnet generators/motors (PM)
 Grid emulator (200 kVA amplifier , DC to 5 kHz)
 Real-Time Digital Simulators, Hardware-In-the-Loop (HIL) testing equipment and Rapid
Control Prototyping(RCP) systems (OPAL-RT)
 Smart meters
 Smart homes- Smart buildings
 Smart appliances
 Energy storage
 EV charging infrastructure
 Protection equipment
 Monitoring and measurement equipment
 Wide area monitoring – Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs)
 Communications
Application areas:


Smart transmission grids



















HVDC grids
Smart active distribution grids
Micro grids
Integration of Smart Grids, Smart houses and Smart industries
Integration of renewables (large scale, DG)
Smart Grid and home automation
Smart electricity use
Electrification of transport
Energy storage in Smart Grids
Energy conversion in Smart Grids
Power system stability in Smart Grids
Monitoring, control and automation in Smart Grids
Communication technologies for Smart Grids
Information security and privacy in Smart Grids
Reliability challenges in Smart Grids dependencies of Power Grid and ICT
Smart grid software
Big data management and analytics in SmartGrids
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2.2.5

ORE CATAPULT

ORE Catapult’s UKAS accredited HV laboratory is equipped with an extensive suite of specialist
test and measurement equipment, supporting the development of reliable, safe and efficient
power systems.
Electricity test capability available:







Lightning impulse (wet and dry) – 400kV
AC voltage (wet and dry) – 600kV (3A at 600kV)
AC voltage partial discharge, RIV – 600kV
AC voltage capacitance tan delta – 600kV
DC voltage (wet and dry) – 1MV, 10mA
AC current (temperature-rise testing) – Up to 8000A

2.2.6

Current situation of electrical facilities

Available facilities were designed according to current research needs. Their objective is to help
in the development of internal research projects and are offered to external users through
projects like MaRINET FP7 and MaRINET 2.
Currently, facilities are valuable tools and are prepared and validated for testing control
strategies among other issues. Partners have developed their own research projects and have
adapted the facilities to their needs. Some projects in collaboration have arose and a few
external research groups have also taken advantage of their capabilities.
Regarding grid code compliance, up to now, offshore renewable energy developers have not
arrived to the point of having to do research on how to connect their devices into the grid (as we
are usually not talking about big parks with the exception of offshore wind), and in the case of
prototypes developers delegate the design of power converters in power electronics companies
that sell their components off the self. These commercial power electronics use official lab
services to obtain needed certifications but are not adapted to future grid integration needs. In
fact, the variable nature of these technologies also affects the power injected to the grid.
Little research has been done in order to analyse and meet grid compliance of offshore sources.
Different conditions and particularities of offshore renewable technologies need to be
investigated and regulatory frame is under development.
Thus, facilities are not yet prepared. This task will analyse the main obstacles to fulfil current
grid codes. To improve other electrical tests, and future demands that can be foreseen.
The following sections will describe some of the limitations already found.

2.2.6.1

Limitations detected in UCC_MaREI Lab

Fault Emulator Limitations
The fault emulator in the Lir NOTF electrical laboratory was designed to create a short-circuit
fault on the microgrid using high power, low impedance resistors. However, it was not designed
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to perform experiments like shunt-based Low Voltage Ride Through (LVRT) testing with the MEC
emulator. To perform LVRT testing, the microgrid requires an impedance upstream of the MEC
and fault emulators, as shown in Figure 3, where Z1 represents the upstream impedance and Z2
represents the fault emulator. Without the Z1 impedance, a controlled voltage drop required for
single and three phase LVRT testing cannot be created, and the fault emulator cannot be
successfully applied to the MEC emulator for grid connection testing.

Figure 3. Low Voltage Ride Through testing set up using shunt impedances.

MEC Emulator and Full Power Converter Compatibility
The second potential grid manipulation testing at the Lir NOTF would be performed using the full
power converter based testing. These experiments were designed to use the Triphase PM90F60
power converter in place of the local grid. This would allow for the various low voltage faults to
be created using complex power electronics, which can manipulate the voltage in a number of
ways, in place of the grid connection with shunt resistors. Figure 4 shows a schematic
representation of the system used to perform the power converter based LVRT testing, including
the placement of the voltage and current transducers.

Figure 4. Low voltage ride through testing set up using the full back-to-back power converter.
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Unfortunately, attempts to use the Triphase power converter as the main power source for
testing with the MEC emulator were unsuccessful, as the Triphase has proven to be incompatible
with the Leroy Somer SP3404 regen drive that connects the MEC generator to the grid. This
incompatibility is caused by low-impedance switching between the Insulated Gate Bipolar
Transistors (IGBTs) of the two power converters. Low-impedance switching is a common
phenomenon that can occur when using several back-to-back power converters. Typically for this
kind of set up to operate successfully, properly sized inductor and capacitor banks must be
added between the two power converters that were specifically designed to prevent lowimpedance switching of IGBTs between two voltage sources. These specifically designed passive
impedance banks do not current exist between the Triphase and Leroy Somer power converters.
The design and installation of proper impedance banks in the microgrid are not possible for the
MaRINET2 project because of time and resource constraints.
As a result of the low-impedance switching, the DC bus of the Leroy Somer regen drive cannot
be successfully charged, and the MEC cannot be initialised. Rather, the regen drive trips on an
over voltage alarm. Figure 5 is a screenshot of the parameter file of the regen drive at the time
of the overvoltage trip. It shows the DC bus voltage set point in parameter 00.01, the measured
DC bus voltage in parameter 00.04, and the grid voltage in parameter 00.05. The parameter file
indicates that the DC bus voltage set point is 700 V, while at the time of the trip, the DC bus
voltage is 817 V, but the supply, or grid, voltage is an expected 408 V.

Figure 5. The DC bus overvoltage trip of the Leroy Somer Regen drive observed when attempting to
connect the drive to the power converter created grid.

Adjustments to the voltage controller Kp gain have no effect on the initialisation of the DC bus.
Further investigation shows that during the initialisation of the DC bus of the Leroy Somer regen
drive, the grid voltage signal created by the 90 kW power converter becomes unstable, and as a
result the current into the Leroy Somer regen drive is also highly unstable. Figure 6 and Figure 7
show the grid voltage and input current during the DC bus initialisation. The 50 Hz voltage signal
becomes distorted and no longer resembles a sinusoidal wave, and the input current further
exaggerates the distortion. Both wave forms become distorted during the DC bus charging, but
when the Leroy Somer regen drive trips on the overvoltage alarm, the waveform quickly returns
to stability.
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Figure 6. Grid voltage during attempts to connect the MEC to the power converter generated grid.

Figure 7. MEC input current during attempts to connect the MEC to the power converter generated
grid.

Recommended upgrades for the Lir NOTF Microgrid
There are a few modifications that could be made to the Lir NOTF microgrid that could allow for
the application of grid connection based testing. To perform the shunt testing, the fault emulator
circuit would have to be redesigned in conjunction with the addition of a Z1 impedance between
the grid and the MEC and fault emulators. The parallel goals in the redesign of the fault emulator
and Z1 impedance would be to size the resistors so that the voltage drop testing conditions
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described by international standard like the IEC 62600-30: Electrical Power Quality Requirements
can be met by adjusting the resistive value of the fault emulator using the switchboard and to
create the circuitry such that the Z1 impedance can be bypassed unless LVRT testing is being
performed.
The second modification that could be incorporated to the microgrid would also allow for more
dynamic grid connection manipulation testing of the MEC emulator. That modification would be
the introduction of inductor and capacitor banks between the MEC power converter and the
Triphase full back-to-back converter. Properly sized inductor and capacitor banks would allow for
the two converters to be used together by eliminating the low-impedance switching that
rendered the power electrics incompatible. The introduction of the full power converter would
allow for a myriad of grid disturbances to be testing on the MEC emulator, including those
presented in the IEC 62600-30.

2.2.6.2

Other expected limitations. Electrical PTO Lab- TECNALIA

Tecnalia holds a a Low Voltage Flexible Grid for Grid Code compliance testing. There is a wide
knowledge regarding main regulations and there is available equipment that has the physical
capacity to reproduce the required electrical disturbances.
The limitations regarding grid connection testing for offshore renewable technologies are
determined from the electrical test rig. The facility in Tecnalia was designed to emulate the
behaviour of any offshore energy device with a rotating generator. The resource profile can be
reproduced and by means of mathematical equations, the input shaft will reproduce the torque
and speed the real device would have at the entrance of the generator. Then the generator and
power electronics are exactly the same components as in the real device. That is why it is called
a HIL, because part of the test bench does not emulate the real device but is an exact replica.
The limitation for grid connection testing comes from the power electronics. For one single test
rig, a commercial power electronics unit was proposed with the incorporation of additional
protections and oversizing of some elements to achieve a wider range of tests. However, this
design was limited to the internal current control loops accessibility. The user then designs the
outer control loops and sends the references to the power converter. The generator power
converter receives the speed or torque reference to be imposed and internally performs the
controls to switch the IGBTs to obtain the required variables. The grid connected power
converter, is given a power factor reference and depending on the input current manages its
internal control loops to switch the IGBTs in order to maintain the DC bus constant, and to inject
the power to the grid at the demanded power factor.
To be able to inject the power to the grid at the desired power factor, the phase angle of the
grid voltage must be known. Usually, unity power factor is required so that the power injected is
active power. In case of disturbances, the grid operator can ask for different power factor, in
order to inject reactive power that can help to stabilize the grid.
Moreover, in the case of voltage sags, as the grid voltage is very low, it is not possible to inject
the whole power as the current would be very high, above the maximum limits. Different
techniques should be adopted in these cases.
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For performing any kind of control in the power injected to the grid, the phase angle of the grid
voltage must be known. Commercial power electronics usually implement a simple
synchronization method such a Phase-Locked Loops ( s) including a feedback loop with the
purpose of controlling a magnitude which is dependent on the voltage phase angle [2]. Figure 8
shows the representation of the grid voltage vector on the αβ plane when it is balanced and
clean of harmonic components.

Figure 8. Representation of clean grid voltages on the αβ plane.

Conversely, Figure 9 shows grid voltages distorted by a negative sequence (10 %) and a 7th
order harmonic (20 %). The evolution of the voltage vector in the αβ diagram can be observed.
The fundamental-frequency positive sequence voltage vector adds up with a fundamentalfrequency negative-sequence vector and a vector caused by the 7th order harmonic.

Figure 9. Representation of distorted grid voltages on the αβ plane.

The most common synchronization method is the use of a PLL as shown in Figure 10, which
highlights the block diagram of a conventional PLL. A PLL is basically a closed-loop frequency
control system. The main idea of phase locking is to generate a signal whose phase angle is
adaptively tracking variations of the phase angle of the input signal. The PLL estimates the
difference between the phase angle of the input signal and the phase angle of a generated
output signal, regulating this phase difference by means of a control loop. As shown in Figure
10, the quadrature component of the synchronous reference system is used as input signal for
the PI controller that will try to make this value zero. The output of the controller will be the
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frequency of the input signals , and therefore, its integration generates the output of the PLL,
the phase angle θ.

Figure 10. Conventional PLL.

To set the controller parameters there is a trade-off between a high bandwidth obtaining a fast
dynamic system and thus, quick synchronization, and a low bandwidth obtaining a slow system
but a cleaner output. Under clean grid conditions, the system is able to work with very high
bandwidth achieving a very fast and clean phase angle estimation. However, under distorted
conditions this bandwidth has to be reduced in order to cancel ripple.
Figure 11 and Figure 12 show the simulation results displaying: (a) grid voltages, (b) real (red)
and detected (blue) phase angle, and (c) error in the detected angle. The results prove that in
the presence of a disturbance like a voltage dip and a phase jump, none of the tuning cases
performs properly. On the one hand, when the system has a low bandwidth, there is a gradual
transition, and even then it is not possible to eliminate completely the influence on the detected
phase angle of the negative sequence produced by the voltage drop. On the other hand, the
system with a high bandwidth, performs faster in the presence of any disturbance, but its
performance is even worse with a higher influence of the negative sequence.
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Figure 11. Response of the PLL with a low bandwidth: (a) grid voltages, (b) real (red) and detected (blue) phase
angle, and (c) error in the detected angle.

Figure 12. Response of the PLL with a high bandwidth: (a) grid voltages, (b) real (red) and detected (blue) phase
angle, and (c) error in the detected angle.

Under distorted utility conditions, the performance of the PLL is not satisfactory in any of the
cases (low and high bandwidth).
To overcome grid disturbances, power converters must include an enhanced synchronization
method. However, commercial power electronics do not give access to internal codes that may
control the switching of the IGBTs.
To address this significant obstacle, different actuation procedures must be undertaken in the
test bench:
1. Substitute the commercial power converter by an in-house (or ad hoc designed) one,
with access to the internal codes.
2. Design a robust positive sequence detector that can detect accurately the grid voltage
phase angle with the more demanding grid disturbances.
3. Implement the synchronization method, (and presumably the internal modulation
algorithms for the switching of the IGBTs) in the control boards.

One of the key outputs of this task, will be to suggest the improvements that are necessary
in the different test facilities to be able to meet grid compliance testing. These tests will be
required in the near future, and facilities will have to be prepared to carry out them
appropriately. But until the regulation is clear and the sector has matured to a point in
demanding these tests, there is no justification for undergoing the recommended
improvements.
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3. Harmonisation of test standards and models
3.1

Introduction

The objective of this subtask is to define the standard load regimes and grid profiles to be
shared and tested in the electrical infrastructures. The definition of the standard load regimes
will be focused on the device technology. However, the performance of any device (with regards
to the grid connection) is more related to the design of the power conversion (power electronics)
system than to the prime mover technology. In many cases, the grid connection requirements do
not depend on the input and the device must comply with them irrespective of the load regime.
Grid connection requirements for offshore renewable technologies are a far greater concern and
these are described in the subtask 4.4 and in this document in Section 3.3. It also requires a
profound bibliographical research, and a thorough analysis.

3.2





Staged development approach for dry testing
Motivation and description of the objective of the document and of the task: achieve a
set of guidelines for dry testing marine energy devices, in terms of conditions to be
tested, duration, number of tests, in order to standardize the process and guarantee
quality or achievement of a level of trust in the process.
A review of the tests done during MARINET FP7 will be done, in order to show eventually- discrepancies and convergence among different test campaigns.
Description of the sources which are used to define the set of guidelines: in case of wave
energy, see the IEC TC 114; in case of tidal, for example, see ITTC 7.5-02 -07-03.9; for
wind system, also the IEC TC 88. Further sources are to be found. It should be noticed
that most of the guidelines are oriented for testing devices in wave basins; one of the
objectives of the document is to achieve harmonization of the dry testing for PTO,
generators and other components of the electrical dispatch system in order to be
complementary to tank testing activities.

The stages of development of offshore renewable energy devices are commonly described in the
marine renewable industry in terms of technology readiness levels. TRLs 1-3 generally
correspond to proof of concept aiming at verifying that the device works and the trends
previously estimated are validated. TRLs 4-5 correspond to system and subsystem validation,
testing both operational and survival conditions. TRLs 6-9 correspond to prototype
demonstration in operational environments, real and uncontrolled tests are performed.
In first stage, no PTO or at least a simplified PTO, is usually utilised and not useful conclusions
can be drawn from a grid integration perspective. However, the second stage is fully oriented to
operational condition testing, and a detailed PTO and control strategies are designed, tested and
validated. The latter stage is carried out for real condition validation of the previously designed
PTO forces and strategies, providing accurate predictions of the system performance in a real
environment.
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3.3

Grid Connection of Offshore Renewable Systems

This part of Task 4.4 will analyse the implications of grid connection of Offshore Renewable
Systems in a detailed manner. This section will provide information of all the grid impact issues,
update the applicable regulation where it exists, review the grid connection requirements, and
highlight the efforts of ENTSOe for achieving a standard grid connection regulation. This section
will also include diverse power quality requirements that must be fulfilled by Offshore Renewable
Systems.
An initial objective was to define some standard grid profiles for testing in at least two facilities
so as to perform a RRT regarding grid connection. As explained above, this is not possible and
will not be possible until the current facilities are adapted. However, the research to be done in
this task will facilitate the future improvement of these facilities.

3.3.1

Grid Impact issues related to Offshore Renewable Systems

Different grid issues can emerge in offshore renewable energy farms (especially associated with
wave and tidal current turbine farms) which depend on their size and Point of Common Coupling
(PCC), as shown in Figure 13

Figure 13: Possible grid impact issues pertaining to marine energy systems [3].

Limited dispatchability, stress on the electrical grid and high penetration effects of marine energy
installations will be assessed.
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3.3.2

Applicable Regulation in Grid Connection

A general difficulty in power quality and grid impact assessments of any Marine Renewable
Energy Device (MRED), is that the main applicable rules have been developed with focus on
wind energy. National and international groups are now in the process of adapting these
regulations to the marine technologies specially when particular conditions have to be taken into
account such as large amount of power, distance to shore, etc.. Therefore, there is not a wellestablished regulation to follow, since the reference documents are still a draft form
[1] reviews the most important European Grid Codes finding that only two of the consulted Grid
Codes, TenneT [4] [5] and National Grid [6], have a special focus on offshore wind and in the
case of National Grid, the code considers in a general way “offshore power generating units
powered by intermittent sources”.
Apart from national Grid Codes that establish the grid connection mandatory requirements, the
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) technical committee 114: Marine
energy - wave, tidal and other water current devices, is currently working on the
TS62600-30 Electrical power quality requirements for wave, tidal and other water current energy
devices [7], and it is based on [8]. This standard will have the form of recommendations for
international use and will focus on:
1. Power quality issues and parameters (non-device specific and non-prescriptive) for
single/three-phase, grid-connected/off-grid (including micro-mini grid) marine wave, tidal
and other water current converter-based power systems.
2. Establishing the measurement methods, application techniques and result-interpretation
guidelines.
Therefore, the technical specification only evaluates the power quality of the marine installation.
It does not give indications about the compliance of the installation regarding power quality
criteria but only general rules. For that purpose, the user should refer to the Grid Codes.
Besides, the IEC technical committee 88 [9] focused on wind energy generation systems is
working on the standardization of the latter and is focused on giving a general basis for design,
quality assurance and technical aspects for certification. This guide of recommendations is
dedicated to:
1. Deal with requirements corresponding to specific sites.
2. Address all subsystems of wind farms, including communication systems and
environmental aspects of wind power development.
3.
ENTSOE: Network Code on Requirements for Generators (NC RfG) is developed by ENTSO-E to
increase cooperation and coordination among member TSOs. The network (grid) code aims to
set out clear and objective requirements for grid connection of power generation units.

3.3.3

Grid Connection requirements

An overview of the different grid connection requirements affecting marine energy installations
will be carried out for subtask 4.4. As wind energy technology and their control strategies are in
a more advanced research state than other marine energy technologies, the analysis will be
based on the requirements established for wind energy technology. These requirements will be
extended to all marine energy technologies in the following aspects:
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3.3.4

Voltage and reactive power control
Frequency and active power control
Low Voltage Ride Through capabilities
Different Grid Codes in Europe

General Requirements according to ENTSOe

This Regulation establishes a network code which lays down the requirements for grid
connection of power-generating facilities, namely synchronous power-generating modules,
power park modules and offshore power park modules, to the interconnected system. It,
therefore, helps to ensure fair conditions of competition in the internal electricity market, to
ensure system security and the integration of renewable electricity sources, and to facilitate
Union-wide trade in electricity.
This regulation also lays down the obligations for ensuring that system operators make
appropriate use of the power-generating facilities' capabilities in a transparent and nondiscriminatory manner to provide a level playing field throughout the Union.” [10].
The work to be developed in the task will review the different regulations that each grid
connected power generating module must fulfil.

3.3.5

Power Quality requirements

Power quality defines the properties of the power supply system as delivered to the user in
normal operating conditions. Power quality is evaluated in terms of a set of parameters that
assess the continuity of supply and characteristics of voltage (symmetry, frequency, magnitude,
waveform) as defined in [11] and is considered by many grid codes.
In order to assess the impact of marine installations on power quality, different parameters at
PCC (or at the Connection Point in case of Irish Grid Code) are defined as [12]:








DC content:
Asymmetry (unbalance):
Rapid voltage changes:
Flicker:
Harmonic distortions:
Inter-harmonic distortions:
Distortions 2-9 kHz-30MHz:

4. Realistic grid interaction under laboratory
conditions
4.1

Introduction

Subtask 3 will provide the necessary information for designing a test plan for grid connection
regulation..
The objective of this subtask is to assist the research infrastructures to more faithfully recreate
actual grid operating conditions by means of combining grid emulation techniques, simulation
tools and hardware-in-the loop testing.
Particular objectives are:
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4.1.1

Recreate realistic grid operational conditions and scenarios in HIL simulations
Investigate grid emulation models, define test & dynamic simulation model for grid
compliance
Define a testing plan for various grid behaviour (distorted grid) according to
European grid codes and equipment capabilities
Integration of the power generation unit to investigate grid integration: power quality
aspects, effect of generation on grid
Electrical power laboratories commonly exclude, for practical and economic reasons,
some of the components of the whole power conversion system of wind turbines and
ocean energy converters under some grid conditions. However, by combining these
tests with powerful simulations tools and grid emulation techniques the extent of
testing can be expanded to the whole electrical conversion system interacting with
close to the real grid operating conditions.
To achieve this, the task will define specific physical tests and will investigate
dynamic simulation models to allow the following grid emulation and simulation
model capabilities to be available to the users of the research infrastructures:
 Simulation of grid behaviour will be mainly realised by using Power Hardware-in
the-Loop (PHiL) simulation systems, and making further appropriate
developments. Tests will be carried out to determine the exact capabilities of
these installed systems. This will be supplemented with a set of numerical
simulations of power system topologies used to formulate the test cases, i.e. grid
conditions that are relevant to be replicated in electrical power laboratories.
 Simulation of grid behaviour under distorted grid conditions. The work developed
in Marinet regarding European Grid Codes identified the set of requirements that
are currently demanded to connect marine energy devices to the electrical grid.
Specific test cases for grid compliance will be developed.
 Integration of wind turbine and ocean energy converter models in the power
train research installations. The objective here is to enhance the value of the
tests done in the research facility by augmenting the typically very simplified
models (driving the emulated power shaft) to a level such that further realistic
aspects are represented (for example, for wind energy this might be tower
forces, blade moments, etc. hydrodynamic forces for ocean energy converters).
This would allow the investigation of the complex issue of grid integration impact
of wind and ocean energy converters in both-directions, i.e. impact on the grid
(fault-ride through, power quality, etc.,) as well as possible impacts of grid
conditions on the loading of the wind or ocean energy converter. To this end,
existing high-performance models (such as the aeroelastic HAWC2 model in the
case of wind) can be used as starting point, aiming at reaching a level where
real-time operation of the models is possible.
 Modelling of an individual wind turbine or ocean energy converter will allow
testing of the power quality aspects in conjunction with grid emulation.
 Simulation of arrays of wind turbines or ocean energy converters connected to
the grid in a single facility will require further research. It will facilitate the
analysis of compliance with grid codes.

Necessary equipment

This part of the subtask, will analyze the equipment required for completing the necessary tests
to guarantee that grid connection requirements are being met. It will take into account:
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-

Variable grid for programmable grid profiles. Events on the utility grid impact the
Microgrid and the equipment connected to it. Since researchers cannot influence the
behaviour of the local utility grid, some utility grid emulation is required
Improvements and changes to be performed on available facilities
Testing instrumentation
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5. Improvements for test infrastructures for
future test requirements
As stated i in the previous section, the marine energy sector has not matured, hence grid
connection features are still being investigated or are unknown in many cases. Current grid
codes are mostly based in what has been learned from wind energy sector. It is expected that
due to the large potential of offshore renewable technologies, and the particularities of these
kind of installations, the grid connection requirements will be more demanding.
The objective of this subtask is to investigate the test capabilities that leading-edge research
facilities will be required to have in the future, and to identify the corresponding enhancements
necessary to existing test installations to address these future testing challenges, to work in the
future hardware requirements and new testing procedures according to the development of
future European grid codes (ENTSOE).
In the near future, new requirements for the performance of wind and ocean energy conversion
units, will be defined to enhance their integration into the grid. This will in turn potentially lead
to new challenges for their design and operation. Therefore, individual existing research test
installations will have to upgrade their testing capabilities to prove the proposed solutions can
meet these challenges. This section will have to first identify these future demands looking at
both the hardware requirements and innovative testing procedures required to achieve this
under laboratory conditions. As examples, the following tests may be relevant:
-

High voltage ride through (HVRT)
Multi-dip testing and phase shift generation
Evaluating black start capability and islanding operation

The new testing procedures and research into the installation enhancements will make a clear
contribution to the development of not only future European grid codes (ENTSOE), but also
those that are to be implemented for renewable energy devices by authorities around the world.
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6. Adaptable components for real test
capabilities
The primary objective of this subtask is to identify the main components of current test
installations that must be adaptable/programmable for realistic testing capabilities, and to
propose the means to enhance the flexibility.
Current electrical power laboratories are built from commercial components that ease their initial
use by a fixed set of capabilities. This fact limits the device matching between the user’s design
and the testing options, and requires the users to adapt in some cases their testing objectives
obtaining in many cases less accurate results. On the other hand, it can directly limit the
possibility to perform some tests if, for instance, a piece of code in a component is pre-charged
and cannot be accessed (grid connection requirements meeting will need access to the power
converter code if robust connection algorithms are implemented as explained above).
This subtask will first identify the set of sensitive components (i.e. generator, power converter).
Research will be carried out on the desired capabilities for each component regarding the testing
objectives. Partner installations will be considered to analyse the current status of these
components, and to propose economically viable solutions to allow a wider range of tests.
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7. Remote access
The objective of this subtask is to demonstrate the viability for users / researchers to remotely
access existing laboratory infrastructures and carry out experimental tests relevant to the grid
integration of wind and ocean energy converters.
Remote access is intended as a possibility to run an experimental setup involving the monitoring
and control of physical hardware from a remote geographical location, e.g. remotely test a
control algorithm for a motor/gen-set. However, for safety reasons, this would still require the
presence of qualified personnel at the infrastructure location. Furthermore, remote access could
provide the necessary hardware for users with sensitive input data/models and allow them to run
tests in a protected environment that is not fully accessible to the host. The impact of remote
access at international level is significant, since it potentially reduces the need for users to travel
to the actual lab in the same manner as video conference technology has reduced the need of
travelling for meeting purposes. This opens access to users who would normally be limited e.g.
economically.
The task will first establish the current state of remote access capabilities among the network
partners and identify laboratory installations which would benefit from such a service. Further,
the frame for upgrading these installations within the timeframe of the project will be assessed.
Remote access between different actors will involve several technologies and interfaces that
need to communicate efficiently. To avoid past technology choices of individual partners to affect
the access, this task will look into solutions that guarantee a satisfactory connection between
remote users and installations and sets the basis for future technology harmonisation. At the
same time, security of access will be assessed, both in terms of data protection and regarding
restriction of access only to predetermined users. Based on this evaluation, the best solution will
be identified and documented.
Within the task, a setup of a demo installation will be also undertaken. The demo installation
will, based on the identified best technology solution, establish remote access to at least one of
the partner installations to prove the remote controllability of a hardware setup. This demo will
then be used to train other partners and/or external users in accessing remote installations.
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Executive summary
This report is produced in partial fulfillment of Deliverable 4.1 (hereafter D4.1) Common MaRINET 2
standard testing and benchmarking plan. It contributes to Task 4.5 that is described by the Marine
Renewable Infrastructure Network for Enhancing Technologies 2 (MaRINET2) grant agreement as:
“T4.5 Emerging systems (materials subsystems and components): Innovating practices for improving the
accuracy of infrastructure testing. (Task Leader: UNEXE. Participants: EMEC, ORECat, UoS, NUIG,
UCC_MaREI, IFREMER, UNEXE, WAVEC)
Man-made structures operating in or near the marine environment are subject to an aggressive
environment prone to material degradation. Currently, ocean energy structures are designed with long
engineering design lives and are required to demonstrate high reliability. In the context of ORE sub-sea
systems and structures the extent and impact of these conditions on engineering life and durability is
unknown. The partners will seek and deliver new procedures to quantify the structural integrity, failure
rates and engineering design life of the materials used and subsystems/ components and deliver testing
practices which improve quantification of these.”
Thus, the aim of T4.5 is to streamline the capabilities of test infrastructures in order to enhance their
impact and accelerate the commercialisation of marine renewable energy. To cater to the defined aim, this
report describes the testing and benchmarking plans for four sub-tasks in emerging technologies including
moorings, offshore material and coatings, tidal turbine blades and subsea cables to be undertaken for round
robin tests (RRT) in MaRINET2. The test practice will allow a direct correlation and quantification of the
influences that individual test facilities have on the performance of components in a marine energy
converter.
The joint research activities will further quantitatively improve the service provided by testing
infrastructures by better understanding the influence of different application. The outcomes of the RRTs
may be used to validate the standardisation techniques proposed in WP2 and inform IEC technical working
group activities. Furthermore, they will deliver quality reference data sets for open access via the eInfrastructure.
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1. Introduction
1.1

Scope of report

Developing offshore renewable energy systems utilises innovative technologies, materials and components
which are generally not covered by comprehensive codes or recommended practice. Codes adopted from
established industries, adapted based on expert knowledge, are used to provide guidance for most test
practices. This, in addition to the variability in the characteristics of the test equipment, may lead to
discrepancies in test results between facilities. The first round of MaRINET took an initial step towards
having a standardised set of best practices at system level for a tidal energy device using transnational
access. MaRINET2 aims to emulate the success at material and component level for emerging technologies
by conducting a set of round robin tests at various facilities to quantify the influence of facilities on test
results.
For a system, it is possible that the individual components are proven, however, once assembled in a
different configuration or exposed to a different environment, the same components may exhibit varying
failure modes and mechanisms. Therefore, they are considered to be a new technology and a systematic
approach needs to be followed to qualify the technology by determining the function, target and
expectations of failure modes. This leads to improved confidence in the technology by investors which
facilitates speedy commercialisation.
Prototype testing is an integral part of the development process for many technologies. This includes scale
model testing in laboratories and field test sites, as well as controlled testing of components and subassemblies. Testing at small scale can be quick and relatively inexpensive, while testing within a controlled
environment enables experiments to be repeated for a range of parameters. An additional advantage of
testing at small scales is that each individual subsystem can be independently tested. However,
uncertainties are associated to the effects that a facility or laboratory may have on the outcome following
the same protocol. Therefore, Round Robin Testing is designed to enable first stage quantification of a
facility‘s impact on the performance of the testing program and the technology being tested. It is for these
reasons and to put some quantification on the impact of a facility on the testing program and technology
performance that RRT is undertaken in the MaRINET2 project. This requires repeated implementation of
the same testing program on the same component at a number of facilities. Monitoring the implementation
and analysing the results allows the identification of the variations in performance for further investigation
and quantification of the causal factors.
For each experimental procedure, the following aspects are highlighted:






1.2

Aim of the experiment
General experimental arrangement drawings or photographs
Material and dimensional specification of the sample
Description of instrumentation of the test facility
References to applied standards and codes and adjustments made

Novelty of the emerging technologies

Due to the novelty associated with emerging technologies in the marine renewable energy (MRE) industry,
there is little to no relevant service history and the novel aspects of the component are not adequately
addressed by existing guidance. Based on the recommendations by [1], information pertaining to the
qualified technology must be appropriately documented depending on the stage of development to assess
the novel aspects of the technology.
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Emerging technology typically evolves from existing proven technologies with the introduction of novel
elements or application in a new environment. The increased uncertainty of emerging technologies is
mainly associated with the novel elements, therefore, a novelty categorization [1] may be used. This
categorisation incorporates the novelty of the technology itself and its application. It is recommended that
elements categorized as new technology are to be taken forward to the next step of technology
qualification for further assessment using only knowledge and experience that is documented and
accessible to the qualification team. While existing guidances, specifications and industry standards do not
fully cover novel elements, they can form a benchmark for the technology qualification process.
Therefore, based on DNV-RP-A203 [1], it is recommended that a technology assessment must be
performed to evaluate component novelty by employing a structured methodology. It allows the assessor to
identify the existing guidance, novelty in the test campaign for each emerging technology sub-task and the
associated challenges and uncertainties. The technology assessment is a two-tiered process involving the
technology composition analysis and novelty assessment of technology elements which may be
complemented by technology development stage. Detailed guidance for the implementation of the
methodology can be found in [1].
The assessment should be conducted at the necessary level of system hierarchy to separate proven
technology from novel technology by using the technology matrix presented by DNVGL-SE-0163 [2]. The
matrix combines elements of the knowledge of technology status and application area to define technology
class. These classes range from Class 1, representing no new technical uncertainties to Class 4, whereby a
technology has demanding new technical challenges.
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1.3

Abbreviations and acronyms

MaRINET2
RRT
MRE
O&G
DMaC
ORE
CSV
CFD
BEMT

Marine Renewable Infrastructure Network for Enhancing Technologies 2
Round robin test
Marine Renewable Energy
Oil and Gas
Dynamic Marine Component
Offshore Renewable Energy
Comma Separated Values
Computational fluid dynamics
Blade element momentum theory
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2. Sub-tasks and test facilities
2.1

Sub-tasks in emerging systems

This deliverable presents new physical modelling and engineering evaluation processes to be developed for
the following sub-tasks:
•
•
•
•

New mooring and station keeping components, fixings and viscoelastic and viscoplastic fibrous
materials specifically developed for ocean energy convertors.
Material and coating characterisation
o Erosion/ corrosion characterisation of materials.
o Ecofriendly anti-fouling coatings and the resistance to marine growth of submerged parts.
New engineering evaluations procedures for tidal turbine blades,
Subsea power cables and umbilical designs and protection systems developed and tested for
mechanical robustness and ability to withstand repeated cyclic loading

Test aims for each sub-task are identified through cross-institutional collaboration to ensure that the
proposed tests are complimentary to existing research to advance knowledge in the individual fields.
Applicable standards, industrial recommended practice and expert knowledge is used to devise test plans to
achieve the identified aim for each sub-task RRT.
Due to the diverse capabilities of the involved institutions, only the mooring and subsea cable testing can
be characterised as RRT in the classical sense with the same test procedure implemented at two or more
facilities. The remaining sub-tasks utilise a combination of numerical modelling and empirical
investigations to address the test aim to facilitate the integration of analytical, empirical, and numerical
methods in research.
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2.2

Proposed timeline and contribution

Table 2-1 shows the sub-tasks in the emerging systems (materials subsystems and components) round robin investigations and the involved partners in each
sub-task.
Table 2-1 Overview of T4.5 showing the involved institutes in each sub-task with associated contribution, test duration and expected project timelines.

Contribution timeline
Sub-task

Institute

Brief description of contribution

Test duration

2019
M

Moorings

IFREMER

Empirical investigation at the 300 kN fatigue test frame and
data analysis
6 days

UNEXE

Empirical investigation at DMaC and data analysis

6 days

NUIG

Tidal turbine blade testing

TBC

IFREMER

Blade modelling

TBC

ORE Catapult

Empirical investigation at the cable test rig and data analysis 3 days

UNEXE

Empirical investigation at DMaC and data analysis

3 days

EMEC

Deployment and retrieval of material samples

12 months

UoS

Tests of coupons using slurry impingement jet rig and
analysis of the tested coupons

30 days

WavEC

Data integration into OCEANIC database

TBC

J

J

A

2020

S O N

D

J

Tidal turbine blades

Subsea cables

Erosion/Corrosion

*Key:

Expected timeframe for contribution to test/analysis

Tentative timeframe for contribution to test/analysis
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2.3

Description of test facilities

A brief description of the facilities involved in the round robin testing of the various sub-tasks in emerging
technologies is provided in this section with details about the rigs and test frames.

2.3.1 Dynamic Marine Component test rig
Constructed during 2010, the Dynamic Marine Component (DMaC) has been designed to replicate the
dynamic operational and fatigue loads that offshore components typically experience in-service. The
facility, as shown in Figure. 2-1, includes a hydraulically powered tailstock for the application of userdefined loads (harmonic and irregular time-series).

Figure. 2-1. DMaC test facility at the University of Exeter

It differs from existing tension test machines in that it also possesses a hydraulically powered headstock,
providing an additional three degrees-of-freedom (roll, pitch and yaw). This feature is particularly useful
for the testing of subsea components which are subjected to bending or torsion at one end (for example
cables, umbilicals and risers). Additionally, the DMaC has been designed so that the components being
tested can be fully submerged in fresh water.

2.3.2 IFREMER
Two structural test frames, initially developed for rope testing, at The Marine Structures laboratory at
French Institute Search Pour L'exploitation De La Mer (IFREMER) are available within the MARINET2
project:




1000 kN test frame. 10 metre long tensile test frame, 8 meters long Piston one end, Course 1.5m,
Possibility to wet during testing (spray with tap water) but not immersed. Possibility to heat
central section. Displacement measured either by two digital cameras (non-contact) or wire
displacement transducers fixed to rope. Break tests, Stiffness measurements, Creep tests.
300 kN Fatigue test frame. 8 metre long flexural test frame (3 hydraulic actuators up to 3 metre
displacement). Three operating modes: tension fatigue, cyclic bend over sheave and simulation of
winch.

Other test machines include:
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250 kN MTS hydraulic frame
2x25 kN Zwick hydraulic fatigue frames
8 electric actuators for low load (up to 3 kN max) cyclic tests.
All these tests can be performed in natural seawater
200 kN and 2x10 kN Instron electromechanical test frames.

Instrumentation includes:











Piezoelectric accelerometers
Linear Variable Differential Transformers (LVDTs)
Draw wire potentiometers (stringpots)
Strain gauge load cells
Electric resistance strain gauges
A GOM stereo camera Digital Image Correlation (DIC) device to monitor surface strain and
displacement field
In-house extensometry systems based on cameras and image analysis.
IR thermal camera.
EPA Acoustic emission recording system.
Various data acquisition systems.

2.3.3 NUI Galway
The Large Structures Research Group at National University of Ireland, Galway (NUIG) have performed
structural testing on composite blade structures for a range of scales: from small wind turbine blades (circa.
5 m in length) to structural tests of tidal turbine blades. The test space is flexible, allowing many
configurations for testing small- to large-scale structural and mechanical elements. Large structures testing
is typically completed using one or more hydraulic actuators with capacities ranging from 250 kN to 750
kN and up to 750 mm stroke length. The full list of loading equipment in the laboratory includes:








2 x 750 kN hydraulic actuators
1 x 250 kN hydraulic actuator
Dennison universal test machine
Dartec universal test machine
Instron high-temperature, high-cycle fatigue test rig
Wind turbine resonance fatigue test rig
Portable vibration system operational up to 200 Hz

Large structures testing is conducted on a 10 m x 6 m strong floor with anchor points at 500 mm to 1000
mm centres, each having a capacity of 500 kN. The instrumentation available in the lab includes:











Piezoelectric accelerometers
Linear Variable Differential Transformers (LVDTs)
Draw wire potentiometers (stringpots)
Strain gauge load cells
Impulse hammer
Electric resistance strain gauges
Vibrating wire sensors
A GOM stereo camera Digital Image Correlation (DIC) device to monitor surface strain and
displacement field (up to 1 m2)
A Leica 3D laser scanner to obtain accurate surface profiles and build 3D models
A Polytech Laser Scanning Vibrometer (LSV) for modal analysis of structures

The laboratory has a state-of-the-art data acquisition system with up to 120 channels including (but not
limited to) strain, load, displacement, acceleration and voltage measurements together with HD video
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recording. The testing for the present study will use the modular steel frame, the three hydraulic actuators
and a wide range of available instrumentation to maximise the data capture and scientific output of the
study.

2.3.4 UoS
Strathclyde has an Advanced Materials Research Laboratory (AMRL) and a tribology laboratory. The
AMRL consists of two testing laboratories: materials characterisation/analysis and mechanical testing. The
centre can conduct research and testing from all sectors of engineering and can offer nano-scale
characterisation through to full-scale component testing. The AMRL works across the university and
industry to develop and evaluate the material properties of new technologies. This includes an analysis of
the following forms against ASTM and ISO standards:
-

Mechanical
Compositional
Thermal
micro-structural

2.3.5 EMEC
EMEC provides a range of ready-made and cost-minimising test and demonstration facilities in major
wave and tidal resources. Significant infrastructure investments have been made to facilitate technology
developers to learn by doing, with full confidentiality of performance data.
ORE operations at EMEC are spread over four sites across Orkney including two grid-connected sites. At
the grid-connected test sites, subsea cables run from each test berth at sea to a substation onshore where
electricity generated on site can then be fed into the UK national grid.
The two scale test sites have been designed for testing smaller scale devices in less challenging conditions
than those experienced at the grid-connected test sites. These scale test sites provide:





Berths with mooring points
Specially designed test support buoys for electricity dissipation and remote communications with
the device
Area of seabed for rehearsal of deployment techniques
Simplified consenting process (as EMEC holds the licence)

2.3.6 WavEC
WavEC provides professional engineering services and RD&I support in the marine renewable energy
sector and related areas. As part of the OCEANIC project, WavEC has developed a European biofouling
mapping tool which aims to provide developers, operators and regulators a quick overview of geographical
biofouling distribution facilitating informed decisions.
This tool is based on five, among the most problematic, biofouling groups: macroalgae (specifically Kelp),
bryozoans, mussels (and other relevant bivalves) and calcareous tubeworms in different European
Ecoregions.
The database provides information on the organisms‘ occurrence (e.g., coordinates, distance from land,
depth), and key biofouling parameters to the MRE sector (e.g., biofouling thickness and weight), aiming to
inform developers planning their projects (e.g., site selection, type of coatings to be used, frequency and
type of maintenance operations).

2.3.7 ORE Catapult
The Offshore Renewable Energy (ORE) Catapult houses a bespoke, state-of-the-art cable bend fatigue test
rig that supports the development, and improve the performance and reliability, of subsea cables.
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Northumberland-based Osbit designed and built the 15-tonne cable fatigue test rig to ORE Catapult‘s
specifications. The test rig is capable of testing floating wind and tidal cables, carrying out operational
research and acting as a representative test bed for all aspects of subsea cable development.
The test rig widens the cable test ability of the ORE Catapult adding to the established high voltage (HV)
and materials capabilities. The unique key features of the rig include:





Testing up to three samples simultaneously.
Testing while fully submerged in seawater.
Performing electrical and mechanical testing simultaneously.
Testing within a UKAS-accredited laboratory.
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3. Mooring and station keeping components
3.1

Introduction

Prototypes of MRE systems are commonly moored to the sea bed using synthetic fibre ropes. This marked
shift from conventional mooring methods employing chains and wire ropes is driven by the benefits
associated to the use of synthetic fibre rope to energy take-off, reliability and the consequent contribution
to cost reduction.
Existing experience of fibre rope moorings in the offshore industry is primarily based on the operations in
the offshore oil and gas (O&G) industry for the past two decades. The application of this knowledge to
MRE systems is limited since the loading regimes at O&G platforms beyond 1000 meters depth are
significantly different from those experienced by MRE deployed at sites with depth in the order of tens of
meters.
Additionally, due to the unique design requirements of mooring systems in offshore renewable
installations, detailed numerical and empirical investigation as well as offshore experience is required to
facilitate adoption and certification of fibre ropes in MRE.
Through WP4.5 of the MaRINET2 project, a round robin test of fibre ropes is performed at existing
mooring test facilities in the EU, namely DMaC and IFREMER. The main aim of the exercise is to identify
inherent differences in the test regime by implementing the same test plan at both facilities.
To ensure that the variable is limited to the facilities only, the same specimen is exposed to an identical test
at DMaC and IFREMER to assess the differences in implementation and resulting experimental outcomes.
Figure 3-1 identifies the test sample, involved facilities and the test methods employed for the mooring
RRT.

Figure 3-1 Test specimen, facilities and methodology employed for mooring RRT

This section is laid out such that Section 3.2 briefly describes available standards that provide guidance for
mooring materials and test in the MRE industry. Section 3.3 describes the test component and its material
properties. It also outlines the method used to process and transport the samples.
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Section 3.4 provides an overview of the two facilities involved in the round robin testing of the test
specimen.
The identified test plan is detailed in Section 3.5, and finally Section 3.6 lists the logistic details including
contribution of each institution and proposed timeframe for the test phase.

3.2

Standard and recommended practice

While there is no generic standard for encompassing all mooring designs in MRE, various classification
societies have developed individual standards that provide guidance to the industry. This includes
standards by DNVGL, ClassNK, ABS and ISO.
The applicable standards from these organisations draw from existing standards in the materials
technology, structural design or mooring systems industries. Stakeholders involved in the design,
deployment, certification and condition monitoring of MRE mooring systems should demonstrate that the
said process have been undertaken in accordance with these internationally recognised standards or
guidelines.
For the scope of this RRT activity, the ISO 18692:2007 Fibre ropes for offshore stationkeeping – polyester
[3] is used. The choice of standard is made on the basis of the material of the chosen test specimen,
namely, polyester. The standard provides comprehensive guidance for rope handling, requirements for
rope material properties and construction as well as a test plan for rope samples. Other standards, such as
ISO19336:2015, adopt the guidance provided in ISO 18692:2007 for testing rope samples manufactured
using different materials.

3.3

Test Specimen

Due to their associated strength, nylon, Kevlar and polyester are considered as possible test specimens for
the RRT. While Kevlar is stiffer than nylon, polyester is a good compromise and is chosen as the material
of choice.
More specifically, a EUROFLEX® 3 – strand composed of a combination of polyester fibres with a blend
of polyolefin (PP+PE) is chosen as the test specimen. A white rope with a yellow marker yarn, it has a
specific gravity of 1.14 and melting point of 165 degrees Celcius.
The strength of the specimen is expected to be comparable to nylon, however, it offers further essential
advantages. It exhibits good resistance to UV radiation, abrasion and chemical resistance, thereby, offering
improved durability compared to nylon. With water absorption of less than 0.5%, the rope maintains its
flexibility and does not lose strength when immersed in water, therefore, is an ideal candidate for offshore
applications.
In addition to the choice of fibre, another consideration for the test specimen is the rope construction. As
hierarchal structures, ropes are composed of filaments twisted together to form yarns. These yarns are
further twisted together to produce assembled yarns and then rope strands. Rope strands may be either
braided or twisted to produce either a braided or twisted rope. Large ropes are usually manufactured by the
grouping of several of these sub-ropes in a jacket. For the scope of this research, a 3-strand twisted rope is
used. Although, braided ropes provide the advantage of improved strength for MRE structure, the
difficulty associated to splicing them reduces their suitability for this investigation.
A pictorial depiction of the procured Lankhorst 32mm 3 – strand EUROFLEX® can be seen in Figure. 3-1
and the associated material properties are detailed in Table 3-1.
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Figure. 3-1. EUROFLEX® 3 - strand twisted rope [4]

Table 3-1 Material properties of the EUROFLEX® 3 - strand twisted rope [4]

Article
Number
152.532

Nominal diameter
[mm]
[inch]
32
1 5/16

Weight
[kg/100m] [lb/100ft]
59.5
40

Minimum breaking force
[kN]
[t (metric)] [lbs]
168
17.14
37.768

The minimum breaking force of the rope is defined for the rope itself, without any terminations such as
splices or terminations formed with or without the use of additional fittings. It must also be noted that, the
displayed physical and mechanical properties of the rope are determined on the guidance provided by ISO
2307:2010 [5].
Figure. 3-2 displays the expected elongation of the rope at a range of forces. It is anticipated that the rope
exhibits an elongation of approximately 22% or 15% at minimum breaking force, when testing a new or
used rope.
Five test samples per test facility are procured from Lankhorst Ropes with a length of 5 metres each to
ensure the uniformity of specimens tested in the round robin phase. The rope length is 5 metres from
bearing to bearing with approximately 0.6 m diameter eye each end and 1.12 m of splice coming from the
bottom of each eye. This allows approximately 2.5 m of unspliced rope for testing as required by the
facility managers at DMaC and IFREMER.
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Figure. 3-2. Elongation of the EUROFLEX® 3-strand rope at a range of minimum breaking forces for a new
and used rope.

3.4

Test Facilities

For this sub – task, two institutions are involved in the round robin testing of mooring and station keeping
components, fixings and viscoelastic & viscoplastic fibrous materials. The two facilities, DMaC and
IFREMER are briefly described in Section 2.3.1 and Section 2.3.2, respectively.
For the scope of this investigation, tension fatigue investigation using the 300 kN test frame is conducted
at IFREMER. It uses one of the two external pistons; with a typical period of 10s it has a 3 metre
displacement. Sample central section (4 meters) is wetted continuously by tap water as shown in Figure.
3-3.

Figure. 3-3 Wet tension fatigue testing for a rope at IFREMER using the 300kN test frame

3.5

Test plan

The test plan is based on the recommendations for polyester fibre ropes for offshore station keeping by the
International Standardisation Organisation, namely ISO 18692:2007(E) [3]. This standard is commonly
used to develop the fatigue test procedure at both facilities.
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A basic test plan, spanning over 5 h 31 min 17 s, is tabulated in Table. 3-1. The table provides reference to
stages and steps detailed in ISO 18692:2007(E). Section A of the test plan deals with the bedding-in,
Section B defines the quasi static and dynamic loading of the synthetic rope, whereas, Section C outlines
the break test. Tests will be performed on wet samples.
Table. 3-1. Basic test plan for round robin testing of fibre ropes for mooring applications (EUROFLEX® 3 strand twisted rope MBL = 168KN)

Stage

Step

Profile

Duration
[s]

Start load
[%MBL]

End load
[%MBL]

Load rate
[%MBL/min]

Section A
3

Hold

6
Bedding in and
dynamic stiffness

Ramp (line)

10

2%

2%

N/A

150

2%

50%

20%/min

6

Hold

1800

50%

50%

N/A

7

Ramp (line)

120

50%

10%

10%/min

8

Cycling

1538

10%

30%

15.38 (period) x 100
cycles

Total duration

3618

Section B
9a
9b
9c

Ramp (line)
Hold
Ramp (line)

240

10%

30%

0.1

1560

30%

30%

N/A

240

30%

10%

0.1

9d

Hold

1560

10%

10%

N/A

9a

Ramp (line)

240

10%

30%

0.1

9b

Hold

1560

30%

30%

N/A

240

30%

10%

0.1

1560

10%

10%

N/A

240

10%

30%

0.1

1560

30%

30%

N/A

240

30%

10%

0.1

1560

10%

10%

N/A

Ramp (line)

60

10%

20%

10%/min

Ramp (sine)

7.7

20%

30%

N/A

Cycling

1538

20%

30%

15.38 (period) x 100
cycles

Ramp (sine)

7.7

30%

40%

N/A

Cycling

1538

30%

40%

15.38 (period) x 100
cycles

Ramp (sine)

7.7

40%

50%

N/A

Quasi-static (B3.5.2)
9c
9d
9a
9b
9c
9d

Dynamic (B.3.5.4 part
a)

Ramp (line)
Hold
Ramp (line)
Hold
Ramp (line)
Hold

9
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Cycling

1538

40%

50%

15.38 (period) x 100
cycles

Ramp (line)

300

50%

0.0

0.2 (10%/min)

Hold

10

0.0

0.0

N/A

Total duration

15807.1

Section C

Load-to- failure

Total duration

10

Hold

5

0.0

0.0

N/A

Ramp (line)

216

0.0

0.9

0.25

Hold

10

0.9

0.9

N/A

Ramp (line)

216

0.9

0.0

0.25

Hold

5

0.0

0.0

N/A

452

Figure 3-2 illustrates a time series displaying the three sections described in the above table.
Three fatigue testing regimes are proposed based on Section A, Section B and Section C of Table. 3-1.
These are described in Table. 3-2 and an estimated test duration is also noted.
Table. 3-2. Description and duration of the fatigue test regimes employed for round robin testing of a fibre rope

Test Ref.
T01a
T01b
T01c
T02

Test description
Load the specimen as proposed in Section A and B
followed by the break test specified in Section C.

Test duration
5 h 31 min 17 s

Load the specimen as proposed in Section A and B.
23 h 31 min 17 s
Remove from rig, rest for 18 hours and break as
described in Section C.
T03
Load the specimen as proposed in Section A and B.
34 h 31 min 17 s
Remove from rig, rest for 18 hours, reload as
proposed in Section A and B followed by a break test
as detailed in Section C.
For each test regime described in Table. 3-2, a sample is tested at each facility to ensure repeatability of the
process and increase confidence in the results. The initially discussed 24 hour resting period was limited to
18 hours once the working hour considerations were included.
The test regimes for these tests are defined in Table 3-2, including the repeats that are proposed.
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Figure 3-2 Input load time series distributed based on the sections identified in Table 3-1Error! Reference source not found. showing the bedding-in, quasi-static and
ynamic loading as well as break testing.
Table 3-2 Description and duration of the fatigue test regimes employed for round robin testing of a fibre rope.

Test
name

Phase 1

Phase 2

Bedding in

Quasi-static

Dynamic

T01







T02









T03









Resting

Break

Bedding in

Repeat
Quasi-static

Dynamic

Resting

Break



3







1



1
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3.6

Logistics

The available resources for the round robin testing at both facilities are tabulated in Table. 3-3.
Table. 3-3. Budget allocation for the mooring sub-task of round robin testing

Institute name
Consumables (€)
Access allocation (days)
Person months

UNEXE

2

IFREMER
1500
6
1

The consumables budget will be used for purchasing the rope samples, splicing them and transporting
them to the involved institutions. Access allocation is reflective of the cost of the use of each facility for 6
days for the fatigue testing while the person month allocation will be used for the physical tests, analysis
and compilation of the report.
Table. 3-4 shows the proposed timeframe for various stages of the test campaign in the round robin testing.
Additional time must be factored in for delays in specimen procurement and transport.
Table. 3-4 Timeline of the performed and expected tasks for the physical testing of synthetic fibres in mooring
applications

Month
Feb 2019
Apr 2019
Jun 2019
Jul - Sep 2019

Stage of process
Test plan
Decision of test sample
Acquire test samples
If required, splice samples
Transport samples
Conduct testing
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4. Material and coating characterisation
4.1

Introduction

Within the scope of T4.5 there is a subtask to address ―Erosion/Corrosion characterisation of materials,
ecofriendly anti-fouling coatings and the resistance to marine growth of submerged parts.”
Partners in this task are EMEC, the University of Strathclyde and WavEC.
Proposed elements of this subtask are envisaged to take place across the period of 2019 and 2020. The
results and outputs of this work will advance knowledge and best practices for measuring, replicating and
accessing the environmental information and data required for the material selection and structural design
of MRE devices.

4.2

Budget

The available personnel budget for partners in the subtask is listed in Table 4-1.
MaRINET2
Partner

Personnel budget
(Person Months)

EMEC

6

University of
Strathclyde

3

WavEC

5

Table 4-1: Participant personnel budget

There is a small consumables budget for this subtask of €1,500 out of €5,000 for T4.5 overall.
The proposed spend for the consumables budget will be to purchase a Niskin or Van Dorn bottle for
EMEC, transport of material samples and various consumables for Strathclyde tribology labs. WavEC will
not be carrying out any testing and so will only require personnel time.

4.3

Erosion/corrosion experiments

The proposed experiment will partner facilities at EMEC and the AMRL at University of Strathclyde.
EMEC has experience in deploying material samples in the marine environment by means of a submerged,
retrievable frame. The AMRL and tribology lab at UoS aims to replicate the environmental conditions
experienced by material on a tidal turbine blade.
As the test environments are not directly comparable, the proposed experiment is not a ―round-robin‖ test.
However, the goal of the experiment will be to compare material samples post deployment at EMEC‘s test
sites to samples provided to the University of Strathclyde. This will determine whether the marine
conditions simulated within the laboratory environment at the University of Strathclyde are comparable to
those experienced at EMEC‘s test sites, in real-sea conditions. It will not be possible to simulate biological
and ecological effects within the laboratory environment, within this project, and therefore the results will
be limited to material condition analysis.
The methodology for the proposed task is outlined below.
EMEC has deployed subsea frames with coupons of materials identified to be of interest to the MRE
industry (e.g. steel, polypropylene) across its four test sites (both wave and tidal). On a periodic basis
coupons of test material are retrieved and replaced to ensure an analysis of change throughout the year in
the material corrosion and biofouling can be achieved.
Clean test coupons of a specified size will be delivered to the University of Strathclyde along with the post
deployment coupons from EMEC‘s test site.
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In addition, tidal flow velocity will be modelled by EMEC and where possible a sample of sea water at
depth will be collected when post-deployment test coupons are retrieved from site. This data will assist the
University of Strathclyde in selecting relative velocities at which to test along with the composition of the
water/particle mix, to appropriately replicate conditions materials experience at EMEC‘s test sites.
These conditions will be emulated using the accelerated testing rigs in the laboratory at Strathclyde. This
will enable the validation and further development of the accelerated erosion and corrosion testing
facilities being developed by the University of Strathclyde.
Further details of real-sea test conditions and laboratory elements of the project are detailed below.

4.3.1 Sea-site elements
The following sections describe the real-sea testing of material coupons carried out at EMEC‘s test
facilities.
4.3.1.1

Submerged frame design

Test frames with material coupons were deployed at EMEC‘s test sites between 10-12th July 2018 and
were retrieved and redeployed in a single operation in October. Following a discussion with developers,
the following materials were identified (i.e. steel, polypropylene, etc.). Material coupons deployed were
each 124mm x 124mm, and 12 coupons were mounted in arrays of steel and high-density polyethylene
frames for deployment at the test sites. A schematic of the frame design is illustrated by Figure 4-1.

Figure 4-1: Frame designed to hold material coupons

Frames have been designed to be compliant and can be deployed at specific depths depending on site
conditions and experimental design. The frame system is anchored to the seabed below through a simple
clump weight mooring system. Frames are suspended by a weight-bearing hoist above mooring systems
with buoyancy provided by subsurface buoys located immediately above the hoist. Subsea buoyancy above
the frame is necessary to maintain vertical orientation of the frame and test coupon array, although drag
forces (particular in strong tidal currents) will considerably affect the position of the frame relative to the
seabed. Larger surface buoys are used for navigation and to assist in relocation for retrieval. The number of
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hard floats and the length of the line is adapted for different test sites according to the tidal velocity and
depth at each site. A schematic of the frame deployment methodology is provided in Figure 4-2.

Figure 4-2: Left: Frame and floats prior to deployment. Right: Schematic of submerged frame design

There is a pair of frames deployed at each of EMEC‘s four test sites, to ensure statistical robustness from
biofouling analysis of coupons. The location of the deployment is outlined in the following table.
Frame
Name/No.
FoW 1
FoW 2
BC 1
BC 2
SS 1
SS 2
SF 1
SF 2

Site

Maximum frame
height from seabed
(m)
15

Latitude

Longitude

59° 08.880‘ N

002° 48.132‘ W

15

59° 08.825‘ N

002° 48.076‘ W

Billia Croo
WD: 45m LAT

3

58° 58.759‘ N

003° 22.953‘ W

3

58° 58.831‘ N

003° 23.105‘ W

Shapinsay Sound
WD: 25m LAT

5

59° 00.176‘ N

002° 53.158‘ W

5

59° 00.154‘ N

002° 53.207‘ W

Scapa Flow
WD: 25m LAT

3

58° 53.658‘ N

002° 57.098‘ W

3

58° 53.657‘ N

002° 57.159‘ W

Fall of Warness
WD: 40m LAT

Table 4-2: Deployment locations at EMEC’s test sites for frames

Monitoring systems are re-evaluated quarterly at which time all structures are imaged and certain coupons
are replaced.
4.3.1.2

Material samples

Coupons, deployed by EMEC to date, have been composed of the following materials: uncoated steel,
high-density polyethylene (HDPE) and steel coated with Whitford Ltd antifouling material. Coupons are
treated with an organic thin-film coating designed by Whitford Ltd to provide anti-corrosion and antifouling protection. The material properties of the coating are proprietary to Whitford and will not be made
public under MaRINET2, however they may be shared with partners in the project under a Non-Disclosure
Agreement (NDA) such that the necessary analysis can be carried out. This should not affect the outcome
of the experiment since the goal of MaRINET2 is to develop methods and procedures rather than to
investigate the properties of the materials themselves.
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4.3.1.3

Data sampling strategy

EMEC operates a MIKE21 combined wave and tidal model which has been validated by numerous
Waverider Buoy and Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) deployments over 10 years. This model
will be used to provide maximum, minimum and average current speed and direction predictions to the
University of Strathclyde in order to correctly replicate the conditions in the laboratory.
Water sample data will also be provided, the method for collecting this sample data will be to use either a
Niskin bottle (Figure 4-4) or a Van Dorn bottle (Figure 4-3) deployed at the site during retrieval of the
frame.
These samples will be provided to the University of Strathclyde for analysis and provide an input for the
replication study.

Figure 4-3: Van Dorn bottle for sampling stratified layers of water (https://aquaticbiotechnology.com/en)

Figure 4-4: Niskin water sampling bottle (https://aquaticbiotechnology.com/en)

4.3.2 Laboratory elements
The University of Strathclyde is developing an accelerated testing capability for materials in the marine
environment. They are well placed to develop this capability having extensive tribology laboratories as
well as the AMRL.
The following section describes the test equipment and the procedure that will be followed.
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4.3.2.1

Experimental rigs

Figure 4-5: Slurry Impinging Jet Test Rig

Strathclyde has two experimental rigs; Figure 4-5 shows a schematic diagram of the ―Slurry Impingement
Jet Test Rig‖, where the velocity of the jet, the angle at which the jet impinges on the material and the
distance to the material can be varied to suit the experiment. Jet impingement slurry erosion test rig is used
for laboratory tests. This apparatus gives good control over many of the important test parameters, such as
impact velocity, solid particle concentration, and impact angle. An ejector nozzle is employed to entrain
sand particles from a sand bed into a stream of water to form a slurry. After impingement, the abrasive
particles and the water phase are separated and recycled. This makes the rig simple, economical and easy
to operate and its pump and pipeline remain free from erosive wear. A range of angle of attack from 0 –
90o can be tested against various impingement speeds in this configuration.
4.3.2.2

Material samples

Samples will be provided as coupons similar to those used at EMEC. Coupons tested will include steel and
steel coated with anti-fouling coating supplied by Whitford Ltd, which specialises in coatings for metal
structures. These samples will be specially produced to fit the test rigs at the University of Strathclyde
since a sample cut from a larger piece will damage the anti-fouling coating along the cut edges and reduce
the applicability of the experiment. This will be necessary since the method by which the coatings are
manufactured ensures that the coating doesn‘t de-laminate.
4.3.2.3

Data sampling strategy

Testing is carried out at room temperature in a salt water and sand slurry solution. Salinity and sand
concentration may be varied in order to match the conditions experienced at site and depth tested at
EMEC‘s site.
Incident water velocity on the material and the angle of incidence may also be varied up to a maximum
speed of 10ms-1 which is more than sufficient to replicate the tidal velocities found at EMEC‘s site.
The mass loss or gain of the sample is the first simple measure of erosion and corrosion and can be
measured to an accuracy of 0.01mg. Further analysis can be carried out via Scanning Electron Microscopy
(SEM) which enables morphological and topographical analysis as well as a qualitative elemental analysis.

4.4

Biofouling experiments

4.4.1 BioFREE test frames
To further the MRE industry‘s understanding of biofouling and to characterise fouling in locations where
long-term deployments have typically not been installed previously, EMEC and Heriot-Watt University
(HWU) have developed and deployed test frames across EMEC test sites and at other international test
sites. This work has been undertaken with support from several projects, namely, NERC Knowledge
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Transfer Partnership through the BioFREE project, Interreg NW Europe FORESEA Programme, and with
in-kind support from Whitford Ltd and EMEC.
HWU and EMEC have designed and manufactured a novel test frame to collect fouling data capable of
deployment at a range of depths within the water column and in extreme energetic environments. The
frame system was required to be sufficiently physically robust to withstand extreme hydrodynamic forces,
and statistically robust, to allow testing of coatings in a hierarchically-designed study. During the design of
the system, particularly attention was paid to the buoyancy and drag profile of the frame, buoys and ropes.
4.4.1.1

Frame description

The BioFREE frames consist of a frame populated with an array of 12 settlement coupons, capable of
deployment at any depth within the water column. The frame was designed to assess biofouling and
corrosion, and therefore is the same submerged test frame as described in Section 4.3.1.1. Test coupons
will be assessed for both fouling and material corrosion.
4.4.1.2

Sampling methodology

Four panels of each substrate type were mounted randomly in arrays within the BioFREE frames. Frames
are recovered quarterly, all panels are imaged (front and back), selected panels are removed (and replaced)
for further analysis to determine species identification, seasonality of settlement, fouling mass, and growth.
Deployment occurred in replicate pairs at all four EMEC test sites in July 2018; first quarterly retrieval,
sampling, and redeployment occurred in October 2018. Deployment depth varied between sites; maximum
height of the frame above the seabed varied depending on the tidal current profile at each site.
Analysis of coupons following retrieval will include; identification of dominant fouling species, a
comparison of fouling weight between HDPE, steel and coated steel coupons and analysis of seasonal
changes in species composition and dominance.
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Figure 4-6: BioFREE test frame mounted with 12 coupons (Source: HWU)

4.4.2 Opportunistic sampling
As the MRE industry develops, biofouling issues are being recognised that may be specific to the industry.
Increased weight and drag from biofouling on devices may compromise device or sensor functionality by
affecting the hydrodynamic performance or increasing structural loads. Examples of biofouling of
equipment and devices from the EMEC test sites are provided in Figure 4-7.
Installation, maintenance and decommissioning operations by EMEC and developers at EMEC‘s test site,
allow for opportunistic biofouling surveys on devices and infrastructure. By conducting opportunistic
sampling, it is possible develop a comprehensive record of fouling species present. Researchers from
HWU with specialist knowledge and expertise in hard substrate and fouling assemblages, have carried out
this assessment.
4.4.2.1

Collection methodology

The survey approach is based on rapid assessment surveys described by Arenas et al. (2006).
Photographic records will be made using a digital SLR camera. When necessary, species not easily
identifiable in the field will be collected for identification in the laboratory, e.g. using microscopy.
Samples of particular significance, e.g. rare or non-native species, will be preserved in 70% ethanol for
voucher material to be deposited in an appropriate repository for long-term curation.
In addition, subsea assessment of moorings, cables, and devices is typically conducted annually at EMEC
test sites using video imagery captured by Remote Operated Vehicle and drop-down camera. During these
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surveys, the fouling community can be identified and quantified using the established SACFOR benthic
scale.
4.4.2.2

Guidelines for in-field collection and standard analysis protocol

Industry standardisation is an important step in the maturation of this sector.
Guidelines will be produced for collecting data for the devices and infrastructure whilst offshore. The
guidelines will be produced to allow non-fouling experts to collect and preserve samples appropriately
reducing the risk of contamination or damage. Guidelines will be produced for an industry audience and
will be to such a brevity that can be referred to whilst in the field.
Recommendations for quantifying the degree of fouling will be informed by current innovations and
established methods to use as the basis for industry-wide standard analysis protocol. Analysis outputs will
include determination of hydrodynamic consequences associated with varying profiles of marine growth,
quantification of fouling-enhanced loadings on mooring systems used with ORE devices, and community
characterisation using established and widely available software to compare assemblage data.
The aim of this subtask will be to move towards standardisation of data collection methods.
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Figure 4-7: Biofouling of infrastructure deployed at EMEC’s test sites (Sources: ICIT HWU & EMEC)

4.4.3 Data integration and dissemination
To address research in biofouling, EMEC will contribute learning from the submerged test frames
developed under the BioFREE project and opportunistic sampling occurring at the site.
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The data will be integrated into the existing biofouling database that WavEC have built under the
OCEANIC project. The OCEANIC biofouling database aimed to map biofouling in European waters,
allowing the MRE sector (and other offshore industries) to determine which biofouling communities their
devices are more susceptible to and what potential effects might result from the colonization. This could
provide MRE developers, operators and regulators with an overview of geographical biofouling
distribution facilitating informed decisions.
The database characterises different European ecoregions (e.g., North Sea, Mediterranean) and is focused
on five biofouling groups that are likely to present greatest problems for the MRE industry, namely
macroalgae (specifically Kelp), bryozoans, mussels (and other relevant bivalves), barnacles and calcareous
tubeworms. Within those biofouling groups are also identified non-native species (NNS), therefore the
database could be useful in the prediction of possible invasions by NNS in relation to site-specific
characteristics, aiding in the development of biosecurity measures to prevent the establishment and spread
of such species.
The database includes qualitative and quantitative data retrieved from the OCEANIC trials and from
published papers, reports and deliverables available through the internet. The information compiled
considers the following attributes:
i)

ii)
iii)
iv)

v)

vi)
vii)

viii)

Realm, Province and Ecoregion (Spalding et al., 2007): Allows an overview of the countries
encompassed in the mapping, and gives insights of possible biofouling community patterns (e.g.,
‗cold‘ versus ‗warm‘ regions);
Country/Region and Site: Defines the country (e.g., Netherlands, Ireland) or region (e.g., North Sea,
Celtic Sea) where the sampled equipment (e.g., energy converter, platform, foundation) was placed;
Distance to shore: Defines the distance (standardised to kilometres) between the sampled site and
the closest continental land;
Type of equipment: Aims to address mainly the MRE equipment; due to scarcity of data on these
devices, data retrieved from other structures included, such as from Oil & Gas sector, aquaculture,
deliberate artificial reefs and test panels;
Period of immersion: Defines the period (standardised to months mainly, fewer times to years)
during which the biofouling could grow (i.e., from the equipment deployment until data was
gathered);
Depth: Defines the depth (in meters) at which data was retrieved;
Organisms: Includes qualitative information on main biofouling groups [kelp, bryozoans, mussels
(and other hard-fouling bivalves), barnacles and calcareous tubeworms] and NNS when present.
When available, quantitative data on the biofouling thickness (standardized to millimetres) and
weight [presented mainly as grams of fresh weight per square meter (g FW m-2), fewer times as dry
weight (g DW m-2) or as ash-free dry weight (g AFDW m-2)], and length (mm) and weight (g
FW/DW/AFDW m-2) of organisms, was gathered;
Reference: Presents the authors who reported the acquired data.

The goal of this element of the subtask will be to move towards standardisation of categorisation and
recording of biofouling experiments.

4.4.4 Biofouling management protocol
There is statutory consenting requirement placed on developers to employ a biofouling management plan
to ensure the risk of transferring marine NNS to and from the site is kept to a minimum. There are
international protocols issued by IMO available on the matter, however there are no industry-specific
guidance available, for developers to refer to when developing device-specific biofouling management
plans.
It is important to implement an effective biofouling management plan to reduce the economic
consequences of fouling which include reduced device performance, costs associated with removal and
prevention of growth, and the potential requirement to replace corroded components. In addition, there are
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health and safety consequences from fouling, such as fouling at personnel access points and working areas
on devices and reduced visibility of device structure and foundation/mooring integrity during routine
inspections required for insurance and consenting purposes.
It is therefore envisaged that work will be completed under this subtask to support the delivery of industryspecific biofouling management protocols, whilst referring to guidance and best practice, already
implemented by other industries.
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5. New engineering evaluations procedures for tidal
turbine blades
Round robin testing will be conducted as part of Work Package 4.5 in the MaRINET2 project on the topic
of ―new engineering evaluations procedures for tidal turbine blades‖. There are additional related tasks as
part of Work Package 2.3, which include the initial task to identify and deliver a test plan on the topic. The
Work Package 4.5 sub-task will be achieved through collaboration between NUI Galway and IFREMER.
Mechanical fatigue testing of composite blades for tidal turbines typically involves applying a series of
loads in concert along the blade to achieve a damage equivalent loading. The damage equivalent loads are
typically based on the device‘s operational time-varying bending moment profile. To shorten fatigue test
durations, very large mean and amplitude loading must be applied to the turbine blade structure. The
development and application of fatigue loading profiles that are relevant and representative of actual
turbine loading is a complex process. This sub-task will use open source turbine loading data, finite
element engineering analyses and physical lab testing at full scale to analyse the methodologies used in
fatigue testing of turbine blades and to make recommendations for future research. The focus of this
project is on:




Processing turbine operational data into fatigue loading spectra.
Development of the test loading pattern to ensure an accurate bending moment profile throughout
the test.
Analysing methodologies for controlling test loads.

Providing definitive results on the complex interplay of variables in the topics is beyond the scope of this
project, however, the results of the analyses will highlight the challenges and areas that require further
research to accelerate the development of tidal blade technology at a high technology readiness level.

5.1

Project Overview

Lacking a specific blade for testing, a representative structure can be used to apply the loads to the test
system. A supported steel beam may be used to provide the required stiffness/load resistance.
Measurements of the responses of the beam, the actuators and the test frame will provide insight into the
differences between the test loading on the structure and the idealised loading derived from the turbine
tank testing.
In addition to the test facilities, a finite element blade design and analysis software package (BladeComp)
has been developed at NUI Galway. The fatigue response of a concept tidal turbine blade under different
loading regimes may, hence, be modelled. The measured response of the test frame and actuators can be
applied to the FE blade models and the effects of the different load regimes on the long-term behaviour of
the blade can be determined.
The proposed methodology involves:
1. Processing tidal turbine operational load data into one or more fatigue load series.
2. Determining a fatigue loading profile to be applied by three hydraulic actuators acting in unison.
3. Applying the loading profile to a representative structure to determine the response of the
actuators and surrounding test frame.
4. Computational modelling of the test frame and representative structure, with subsequent fatigue
modelling of a tidal turbine blade to quantify the differences in loading approach.
Figure 5-1 shows the main steps of the project, from processing the available test data into fatigue load
series to testing and post-test finite element analysis. This report provides a detailed overview of (i) the
analysis and modelling procedures, (ii) the testing methodology and (iii) the timeline for the project.
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Figure 5-1 – Steps of the project from load definition using test data to testing and subsequent computational
modelling.
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5.2

Budget

The budget allocated to the partners in this sub -task is outlined in Table 5-1. The budget is
allocated in terms of personnel months, with a small additional consumables budget of
approximately €1,500 for this sub-task. The consumables budget will contribute to installation of
a representative blade structure in the laboratory at NU I Galway (see Section 5.4.3), which will
be used to test the loading and finite element analyses of the two partners.
Table 5-1 – Breakdown of the budgeted personnel months for this subtask.

5.3

MaRINET2 Partner

Personnel Months

NUI Galway

6

IFREMER

2

Analysis Methodology

This section of the report provides a description of (i) the available data resources that will be used to
develop fatigue load series, (ii) the methods for processing the loading, (iii) the methods for developing
test loads and (iv) the computational methods for analysing the test structure.

5.3.1 Data Resources
The testing protocols developed in this study will be informed by previous structural test data and tidal
turbine operational data, to ensure that the protocols are reflective of previous developments in tidal
turbine systems and relevant to future blade and turbine technologies.
Previous blade testing was performed at IFREMER, the data from which may be available for analysis
within this project. This includes:




Blade static testing for 4 m long tidal turbine blades for the Sabella turbine
Structural and wave tank testing of 0.4 m long tidal turbine blades
Coupon test data for candidate tidal turbine materials

NUI Galway also have access to material test data for glass-fibre reinforced epoxy materials used in tidal
turbine blades.
Tidal turbine round robin testing is being conducted as part of WP4 of MaRINET2 and will include highfidelity root strain measurements from a 0.8 m diameter turbine. The data collected in the tank and flumes
tests at several facilities includes:




Flapwise and edgewise blade forces
Flapwise and edgewise root bending moments
Thrust and torque on the entire rotor

The turbine is to be tested for several operating conditions, including current only and wave-current
interactions under regular and irregular waves. Inclusion of the load histories from the full range of
operating conditions examined in the test schedule will support the development of representative load
profiles for full-scale structural testing.

5.3.2 Processing the Operational Loads
Computational modelling using either computational fluid dynamics (CFD) or blade element momentum
theory (BEMT) will provide additional blade loading data for the development of the testing protocols.
NUI Galway have experience in both forms of modelling through in-house codes and using the DNV GL
Tidal Bladed analysis software [6]. This approach can fill in the gaps where structural loading data is not
available, e.g. for extreme load cases.
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5.3.3 Developing Test Loads
Both NUI Galway and IFREMER have experience with testing blades for tidal turbines. The
methodologies developed in-house at NUI Galway have been used to define test specifications for Marine
Current Turbines [7], OpenHydro [8] and Orbital Marine Power [9]. Both partners will contribute to the
definition of the test loading based on this experience.

5.3.4 Analysing the Structural Response
5.3.4.1
Frame Response
Finite element analysis of the steel frame and loading actuators will be conducted to determine the effects
of the test setup on the applied loads. Tidal blades experience significant flapwise loading, hence,
depending on the configuration of the test setup, the actuators may need to compensate for significant
additional parasitic deflections at the loading locations. Prior to testing, the results of the FE analyses can
be compared to structural loading of the frame, without the test piece in place, to characterise its
behaviour. Figure 5-2 shows an example FE analysis of the test frame in NUI Galway.

Figure 5-2 – Finite element analysis of the loading frame for a structural test.

5.3.4.2
Representative Blade Structure Response
Both partners have extensive experience in modelling composite blades using the Abaqus finite element
software package. The representative blade structure and a concept full-scale tidal turbine blade will be
modelled as part of this work and analysed for the loading profiles developed from the data resources in
Section 5.3.1. The blade model may be initially generated at NUI Galway using the BladeComp software,
with concurrent modelling at IFREMER.

5.4

Testing Methodology

This section of the report outlines in detail the testing resources available within the project, providing
information on (i) the test objectives, (ii) the testing facilities, (iii) the test specimen and (iv) the proposed
experimental test setup.

5.4.1 Test Objectives
The test profiles will be defined by the loading analysis (Section 5.3.3), with the differences in structural
response of the test setup to these load profiles to be examined.
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5.4.1.1
Objectives
Potential objectives for the tests are:





Control multiple loads in concert
o Test the control system capabilities of the fatigue test rig to match the fatigue load profiles
o Compare tests with a single load point to multiple load points
Investigate the effect of the load introduction mechanism
o Using DIC on the surrounding area
Compare damage accumulated in different test specimens with different loading profiles
o Potentially investigating crack development, stiffness changes, strength changes for two
different load series

Further discussion between the partners is required to highlight the key objectives of the testing.
5.4.1.2
Relevant Standards
The DNVGL-ST-0164 standard [10] for tidal turbines contains a section on blade testing. The IEC TS
61400-23 technical specification for wind turbine blade testing [11] is also relevant to tidal turbine blade
testing. A draft tidal turbine blade testing standard is currently being prepare for submission to the IEC. A
draft of this specification will be available in early 2019. A review of the load characterisation methods
therein, with respect to fatigue loading analysis conducted in this project, will be provided in the final
report. Additional standards that may be relevant to the testing of tidal turbines include:
1. ISO/IEC 17025:2005, General requirements for the competence of testing and calibration
laboratories
2. ISO/IEC Guide 98-1:2009, Uncertainty of measurement - Part 1: Introduction to the expression of
uncertainty in measurement
3. ISO/IEC Guide 98-3:2008, Uncertainty of measurement - Part 3: Guide to the expression of
uncertainty in measurement
4. IEC TS 62600-103:2018, Marine energy - Wave, tidal and other water current converters - Part
103: Guidelines for the early stage development of wave energy converters - Best practices and
recommended procedures for the testing of pre-prototype devices

5.4.2 Test Facilities
The two involved facilities, NUIG and IFREMER are briefly described in Section 2.3.3 and Section 2.3.2,
respectively.

5.4.3 Test Specimen
Several options exist for a test specimen in lieu of a full-scale tidal turbine blade, including:




A steel beam design with bending stiffness representative of a blade box-spar
A composite I-beam or box-beam similarly designed
Small composite blades (identical to the model tidal turbine from MaRINET2 WP4).

Table 5-2 provides a comparison of these three options for: quantity of specimens, cost, applicability and
scale of specimen. With two specimens, a qualitative comparison of two load series developed in the
project could be achieved.
Table 5-2 – Details of three options for test specimens.

Specimen Option
Steel Beam
Composite Beam
Composite Blade

Quantity
1-2
1-2
1-2

Cost
TBC
TBC
TBC

Applicability
Somewhat representative
Good representation
Good representation

Scale
Full-scale (>6 m)
Full-scale (>6 m)
Model scale (0.4 m)
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The positives and negatives of the three options are further outlined in the following points:






A steel I-beam or box-beam structure with representative stiffness
o Pro: The least expensive specimen for procurement
o Pro: Full-scale representation
o Pro: Greatest number of specimens can be procured
o Con: Least representative of an actual tidal turbine blade
A composite I-beam or box-beam structure with representative stiffness
o Pro: More representative, especially of damage characterisation
o Pro: Full-scale representation
o Con: Most expensive option
Small composite blades
o Pro: Facilitates testing in smaller test machines, allowing direct comparison with
IFREMER
o Pro: Moulds should already exist for the tidal turbine used in the round robin tests
o Pro: Potential to procure multiple specimens
o Con: Not a full-scale test, but could lay the ground work for scaling up in a later study

Further discussion of the options laid out here is required between both partners as the project commences.

5.4.4 Experimental Test Setup
5.4.4.1
Description of test setup
Figure 5-3 shows the typical setup for a full-scale horizontal axis tidal turbine blade in the laboratory at
NUI Galway. The three hydraulic actuators work in concert to apply a flapwise bending moment
distribution to the blade. The proposed setup for the present work package is described graphically in
Figure 5-4. In this case, the actuators apply loads to the representative beam, chosen from one of the three
options outlined in Section 5.4.3. Additional supports may be needed to achieve increased stiffness at the
three load locations.
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Figure 5-3 – Test setup at NUI Galway for full-scale blade testing.

Figure 5-4 – Graphical representation of the test setup with the representative beam specimen.

5.4.4.2
Data Acquisition Plan
The wide range of instrumentation available in both laboratories has been outlined in Section 5.4.2. Once
the tests and the parameters under investigation have been fully defined, a detailed list of the variables to
be monitored will also be determined. Table 5-3 outlines an example instrumentation summary table used
by NUI Galway. The table contains the quantity and locations of several different type of sensor.
Table 5-3 – Template instrumentation summary table.

Measurement
Strain

Displacement

Load
Acceleration
Video

Quantity
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
1
1
1
3
1
H
1
3

Location
Beam Spars
Beam Shear Web
Beam Support Structure
Beam End
Frame
Beam Support Structure
Actuators
Beam
Beam
Test Frame/Beam
Actuators
Impulse Hammer
Beam
Test Frame/Beam
Test Frame/Beam

Sensor Type
Linear SG
Linear SG & Rosette SG
Linear SG
Stringpot & LVDT
LVDT
LVDT
LVDT
DIC
Laser Vibrometer
Laser Scanner
Load Cell
Load Cell
Accelerometers
Laser Vibrometer
HD Cameras
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5.5 Project Timeline
The breakdown of tasks in the project is given in Table 5-4. The major tasks to be completed in each
month of the project are included for each partner. The 6 personnel months for NUI Galway extend from
February to July 2019. The 3 personnel months for IFREMER extend from May to July 2019.
Table 5-4 – Breakdown of the timeline and tasks for the project.

Month
February 2019
March 2019
April 2019
May 2019
June 2019
July 2019

August 2019

NUI Galway Tasks
Frame modelling
Frame modelling
Loading analysis
Loading analysis
Load and frame characterisation
Representative blade structure testing
FEM modelling
Data analysis
Reporting

IFREMER Tasks

Loading analysis
FEM modelling
FEM modelling
Data analysis
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6. Subsea power cables and umbilical designs
Under the sub-task ‗Subsea power cables and umbilical designs‘, key properties of a cable sample are
determined at the ORE Catapult and DMaC by testing for mechanical robustness and the ability of the
sample to withstand repeated cyclic loading.
Umbilicals are constructed from a range of different cores, layers and materials. Therefore, an inherent
uncertainty is introduced in modelling reliability through specialist software and the modelled results
require validation through experimental tests. The outputs of an experimental investigation allow for the
reviewing and strengthening of hydrodynamic and mechanical modelling practices while facilitating
design and manufacture of a highly dynamic test cable incorporating both best practices and novel
solutions. It may also contribute to the assessment of design choices and the overall cable
performance through a range of mechanical testing and analysis.
The tests in this sub-task of the RRT provide a worthwhile opportunity to demonstrate the basic
capabilities of the involved test rigs while investigating the behaviour of the umbilical cable.

6.1

Test plan overview

Table 6-1 below lists all possible tests included in the plan together with the main objectives of each test.
The list also specifies which test method is based on an industry standard or recommendation.
Table 6-1: Overview of conducted cable test types and objectives, chosen approach, used facility and standard
Test type

Reference
Objectives
Standard
Mechanical properties
ISO
Axial stiffness; Axial structural damping;
Static
13628-5
Torsional stiffness; Torque balance
[12]
(measurements vs estimated values)
ISO
Static
Bend stiffness;
13628-5
Fatigue life testing

Approach

Tensile tests
―Quasi-static‖ bend tests
Full cable bend against
template high cycle
fatigue load
Power core (component )
cable bend against
template high cycle
fatigue load

6.2

Dynamic

DNV-RPF401 [13]

Fatigue life assessment; stress distribution
in cross-section

Dynamic

DNV-RPF401

Fatigue life assessment; stress distribution
in cross-section, Offsetting impact of
cable structure on local stress, crush
effects

Test specimens

Due to the limited consumables budget for the RRT and large cost associated to the purchase of cable
samples, it is not possible to acquire new samples for testing at both facilities. Therefore, it has been
discussed that a single sample may be used for tests at DMaC and ORE Catapult. The budget can be
utilised to cover handling and transport costs of the sample from one test facility to another.
Three possible test specimens are considered for this investigation since they are readily available. These
include a test sample available at DMaC that has been tested previously, an available test sample at ORE
Catapult and a sample from failed cable at an operating wind farm.

6.3

Test facilities

Two test facilities are involved in this sub-task, namely DMaC and ORE Catapult are described briefly in
Section 2.3.1 and 2.3.7, respectively.
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6.4

Test plan

At each facility, the test signal is defined, specifying displacement or force parameters for each of the three
axes. This is saved and imported as a Comma Separated Values (CSV) file format. A choice of
displacement and force parameters, sampling rate, interpolation method for the time series, control
parameters, data logging channels and time steps is made. Finally, the input test data is sent to the rig
controller and written to the input file of the controller to start the test.
Test observations may be performed by visual control, camera recording and real time data streaming of
the output signals. The logged data file is then downloaded and archived to be comparatively analysed to
compare and contrast the outputs at DMaC and ORE Catapult.

6.4.1 Measurements of power cables mechanical properties
The key mechanical properties that govern the cable design and response include axial stiffness and
structural damping under tensile loading, torsional stiffness and torque balance, as well as bending
stiffness and structural damping under bending load regimes.

6.4.2 Tensile tests
The primary test objective is the measurement of cable elongation/angle of rotation to calculate both axial
and torsional stiffness of the cable specimens.
The measurement of samples elongation under tensile load T allows calculating axial stiffness EA as:
. For torsion tests, the angle of rotation is measured under torque T, which allows calculating
torsional stiffness GJ as:
A further objective is to measure the restriction of the cable sample diameter under tensile load and hence
produce a value for the overall cable Poisson‘s ratio .
Axial and torsional stiffness, as well as Poisson‘s ratio results can then be compared to Cable CAD
estimates.
Two test configurations can been applied:


Both tensile test equipment headstocks are fixed.



One headstock fixed, while the other is free-rotating

An initial load T0 is applied. This is the minimum load required to ensure that the cable sample is
approximately straight between headstocks. T0 was selected can be e.g. 2kN and 10kN fo
The cable sample initial length L0 is measured.
Axial tensile load applied in 10 increments from T0 up to a maximum of TMAX. Each load increment applied
in 30 seconds to be followed by a 50 second pause. When TMAX is reached, the load is maintained for 300
seconds.
TMAX can be set 50% of design minimum breaking load.
The load is then reduced from TMAX to T0 reversing the procedure above. Load T0 is maintained for 5
minutes and then the cycle repeated for a total of 4 times so that the initial cable structural stretch could be
minimized.
The full tensile loading sequence applied the test cable samples is shown in Figure 6-1 below.
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Throughout the cycles, load, elongation and either torque or rotation (depending on test equipment
configuration) are constantly recorded.

Figure 6-1 Applied tensile tests load cycles for test cable samples

6.5

Quasi-static measurement of bend moment and curvature

The test procedure is based on the principles described in ISO 13628-5 standard
The aim of the test is to produce a Bending moment vs. Curvature (hysteresis) graph in order to calculate
the variable bending stiffness of the cable samples
Following the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, bend stiffness is a function of elastic modulus E and the
second moment of area I of the cable cross-section. When the applied bending moment MB and the
resulting curvature are known, bend stiffness, EI is given by the slope of the curve produced by plotting
MB vs κ.
While it is generally accepted that cables bend stiffness varies as a function of the applied loads, relatively
little data from experimental work in this area has been published and often a constant nominal EI value is
provided by the cable manufacturers. In this case, the MB vs κ plot results in a straight line defined by the
relation:

This approach is justified by the fact that in static or lightly dynamic applications bend stiffness would
essentially impact cable handling and deployment activities and the assessment of the cable stability in
operations. In those cases, only the bend stiffness magnitude at specific curvatures is required, while EI
variations under varied combined loads are less relevant.
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6.6

Time-series testing

To fully understand the dynamic behaviour of an umbilical cable, it should be tested utilising the
operational load conditions it would be exposed to in an MRE application. These load envelopes for an
umbilical cable may be designed and modelled in software such as OrcaFlex to perform a service
simulation test using precise values for the cable parameters and motion characteristics of a realistic, fullscale MRE device.
The cable section subjected to the most severe load regime is to be identified and a 5 minute
representative period selected to extract both curvature and axial loading time series for use in a
fatigue test. This procedure intends to ensure that the applied load time series on the umbilical
cable incorporates the full spectrum of combined axial and bending variable loading acting in
offshore field deployments.
The following procedure was followed to estimate the cable fatigue life:
- Combination of global loading time series to calculate the maximum effective stress time
series
- Using the Rainflow counting algorithm in order to convert irregular varying stresses into
simple stress reversal cycles.
- Calculating cable components fatigue life by applying the standard S-N curve and MinerPalmgren rule of damage accumulation approach on the Rainflow counted cycles

6.7

Logistics

The available resources for the round robin testing at both facilities are tabulated in Table 6-2.
Table 6-2 Budget allocation for the subsea cable sub-task of round robin testing

Institute name
Consumables (€)
Access allocation (days)

UNEXE

ORE Catapult
1000
2

7

The consumables budget will be used for handling and transport of the cable sample between the involved
institutions. Access allocation is reflective of the cost of the use of each facility for testing. The initial
budget allocation provided ORE Catapult with no access allocation. Therefore, an adjustment between the
person month allocation and access allocation to ORE Catapult was done to provide them with sufficient
testing time while maintaining personnel time for conducting physical tests, analysis and compilation of
the reports.
Table 6-3 shows the proposed timeframe for various stages of the test campaign in the round robin testing.
Additional time must be factored in for delays in specimen procurement and transport.
Table 6-3 Timeline of the performed and expected tasks for the physical testing of subsea cable testing

Month
Aug 2019
Sep - Oct 2019
Nov – Dec 2019

Stage of process
Test sample decision
Design of terminations for both facilities
Test sample at first facility
Transport sample to second facility
Test sample at second facility
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